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XlrTI lllut tee J[Ulcal
oh, for a thousand tongues to sing

N

o matte< what, I said to myselt don't begin the editorial by quoting that tired old Mar-

ianne Moore thing about poetry: "I, too, dislike it: there are things that are important beyond all
this fiddle." But there it is, you see, it slipped in without my intending that it should.
Not bad for way to start an issue about poets and poetry. The meaning that catches you when
you aren't quite looking, the startling moment, the sound that is both expected and surprising-all
of these are poetry. The Cresset has had the good fortune to be a locale for fine poetry for many
years, and I wanted to make an issue of that fact. The poetry editors of my tenure-Jill Pelaez Baumgartner, Rene Steinke, Kathleen Mullen and John Ruff-have been diligent treasure hunters, and
we've all been enriched by their trolling and diving. Over the years, we've published the work of
many excellent poets, and those featured in this issue are meant as much to represent the group as to
stand alone to receive their individual laurel wreaths. A celebration then, and a grateful recognition.
But, some alert readers may ask, why in the Easter issue? Poems are so notoriously un-proclamatory. Why all this slipping and sliding, this coy saying and unsaying, this suggestion and intimation? Doesn't Easter demand the straight story?
Only if we assume that, celebrating Easter, we forget about Good Friday. Easter does not obliterate Good Friday, and even if we don't come around to the formal repetition until next year, who
knows what dark afternoons will confront us before then? Poetry-like the liturgical year-allows
for opposites to rest together in the same space, and provides for our otherwise busily logical minds
an escape into something closer to truth than logic usually finds. For this reason, though I am always
uneasy with poetry, feeling myself on uncertain ground, ground that is disconcertingly ready to
shiver, I find religious truth expressed in poetry so convincing. Dickinson wrote, "I stepped from
Plank to Plank I a slow and cautious way... .I knew not but the next I Would be my final inch- I
This gave me that precarious Gait I Some call Experience." Can there be a better description of the
deliberate walk of faith through the realities of all that calls faith into question?
A faithful walk means that we are willing to go where it is impossible to go. Not outer space,
not the far reaches of exploration, but perhaps to our desk or our office or our nursing home rocker.
Trust, and again trust is demanded. Poems, for all their smallness, make that demand largely. Trust
me. Pay attention. Take time. Use everything you've got. Keep still. Wait. Try again. Can poetry
reading promote the virtues? It would seem so.
Again and again, reading the poems chosen for this issue, I came up against the "raw material of
poetry in all its rawness and that which is on the other hand genuine." A taste for this, the last line
of Moore's poem suggests with understated comedy, means that "you are interested in poetry." So I
suppose I am. May the same be said of you.
Peace,

GME

Mark Conway

Writing is a natural consequence of reading, that is, a wish to be part of the most interesting conversation around. It is a way to take your place at the table, to say, "You've got a point, Tolstoy, and
another thing... "or to contradict Wallace Stevens. It doesn't matter that Stevens doesn't respond.
What matters is that you have a chance to try your ideas out at this table, to share the story that
interests or troubles you, that you can joke and lie, you can mimic, you can bring the dead back to
life by remembering them aloud.
Writing isn't everything. Sometimes you want to be quiet, to be far away from the old bores in
the kitchen, to stop the sound of your own voice. And there are many other kinds of communication which are just as profound and will never be written or shared with a crowd: whispered conversations with God, with your lover, with the part of yourself you don't want anyone to know,
prayers, psalms, promises, pleas.
But writing has the ability to connect the many facets of ourselves, to bring the limitless interiorality of the self into contact with the physical fact of the world. I'm most interested in the way that
writing becomes a way of knowing-about ourselves and the world-by the intuitive following of a
line, a phrase or a story that intrigues us. The masters can show us how they have come up with the
angle to tell a certain story, or constructed a line or new riff. The only way we can gain mastery (of
ourselves, of our tiny portion of the world) is to go deeply into the language, that is, into ourselves,
and to make that line our own. Sometimes we can come back to the table, clear our throats and say,
"You hear the one about ... "

NEVER, SO LONG
It is no mercy to have lived your life.
All I want is what you've seen, falling
through. You never sent word but

I knew you had crossed here, knew
you were with me. I've been quiet
and clever, afraid always, until
I heard you had been here before.
You never lived. You lived just
a matter of hours, you've been hidden
though I did know your voice. They never
spoke of you. A pinched moon breaks
in the window, days after Mother died.
I found a Certificate of Live Birth
in her old photographs, dated two years
before I was born. I knew you
when I saw my own name.

415
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-- - -

~ - ----- -

WHEN YOU COME BACK
And what of the nights you visited
the boys, laying hands above their eyes
to mark their dreams with smoke
left in their throats. Coughing
they woke to a glimpse of your twisted
silhouette, turning away in the closet.
You're gone so I went to meet you
in the shocking sun of Main Street
all the scorched, last year of that survival.
I read day for night all night and still
the thrill, how it tore inside me. Somehow
I got through, trying not to.
And then I came back. Not as the dead
return in dreams or the child miraculously
revived by a charm-! came back
as you walk across a field.

POSTCARDS FROM THE HOLYLAND
Isis waves from an Umbrian window
probably at her cypresses which flicker
before the hooded gaze of Wystan Au den
slouched in a New York daze of snowflakes
at St. Mark's Place. A funereal bar,
Dublin I suppose, shows a sign for Guinness
and spirits served. A grim Joyce strums
a guitar partially covering the Ruffsa detail of Margaret in the mountains,
the Cascades at eight-near Ray
played by Salvador Dali: the Florida years.
Then a quick glimpse of the Pyramids,
the holymen eclipsed by a poem
of Rimbaud's next to a torso of Joe,
hands blurred, and in a few months
he'll be dead. Now he hammers,
the angle toward Hagia Sophia. At last,
a haloed old woman holds up Jerusalem.
The abandoned, the undead, I know them.
They're put in another place, not in
the blueline of nostalgia. The proofs
of other times are encoded into airthe heat the time I lied to her, the tent
of rain when I turned my back. My friends'
smiles fill the pictures. They know
when I betrayed our friend
it wasn't for the purse of goldit was only for the recognizing kiss.

617
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UNERASED
The shuttle of pigeon feathersthe rasp of dirty wings-is all
I hear at first on the tape you've sent
of yourself, not speaking, from a high
veranda cantilevered over the heel
of Italy. You're lost in thought
or fuming-smoking, certainly.
I hear the click of the Zippo you found
in the grubby Le Club Cool on the fringes
of Marseilles. The hiss is from
the Adriatic, or you holding in
your anger, a low, steady s.
A flash of mica in the stucco of our offseason flat bugs the colonel's beagle.

YOU CAN'T HAVE

She yips with half her heart and cocks
Uniform mornings, blackbirds
her head to hear the weird echo bounce

tracking through the sunlight, lit

off the empty cul-de-sac. The Arabian breeze rises,

where we can't see them. Inexhaustible

rolling sand along the built-in mike.

trees get up when they fall down
as birch or ash, a model to us, really,

Or that's you lubing sun-tan oil across

of compassion toward a dirty void, as when

your stomach. You smooth it in cruelly.

you put your tongue into my mouth to

Another high rain is drifting in. Obsolete

press against my broken tooth, pushing
past hurting too much and not

phone messages float below the surfaceyour dress is ready, the rent is overdue. A voice keeps
saying Darling, pick up if you're there.

enough. We have with our eyes.
Hurt each other, though you can't have
minded. We have
all our lives, all this time. You can see
we are vivid, milling
beneath the leaves. You can see
you can't have.

I

Gary Fincke

E verything matters.
It's the phrase I most often use to show how my
poems are built on discovery.
Observed detail. Memory. History. Family. Work.
Pop culture. Science. Trivia. Religion. The list is extensive, and yet the best of the new poems I write almost
always remind me that "everything" is inexhaustible.
Thus, my fascination with poem sequences, one of
which is printed here, where the organization attempts
to answer the question, "What else?"

THE
BUSY
DARKNESS

I. WHAT THE OPTOMETRIST SAID
The eyes facing forward means predator,
Along the sides of the head declares prey.
Better here? Worse? Any difference at all?
To find our way in darkness, we must have
Six times more light than panthers. To make out
Danger, we need ten times more light than toads.
Try these. They'll fit a face as thin as yours.
The rhinoceros sees so terribly
It charges large rocks, occasional trees.
You can stop squinting now. It's a habit
You've formed through neglect. Don't you see yourself?
What do you think? Your eyes aren't corrected?
That there's too little light? That you can't see
What's approaching before it gets too close?

sl9
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II. PUSHING THE BLACK THREAD
Hagop Sandaldjian, the world's only microminiature
sculptor, was described as "a very calm man. "

Last night I couldn't thread a needle.
I took it under three kinds of light;
I licked that thread; I ran it between
My fingers and thought luck, finally,
Would pull it through while I remembered
The man who sculpted between heartbeats,
How he kept his hand steady enough
To carve Snow White and the Seven Dwarves,
Red Riding Hood, and Cinderella,
Each sculpture so tiny he placed them
In the slim eyes of sewing needles.
What he carved can't be seen unaided.
For all I knew, his lost Mickey Mouse
Deflected my thread that threatened art.
"May all your dreams come true," that sculptor
Etched along one hair, but he used lint
For Presidents, dust motes for the Pope,
And I pressed my chest, at last, against
A high-backed chair, studied my pulse for
The instant of greatest calm, pushing
The black thread, failing, pushing again,
Listening and listening with light.

III. SHADOWS
"He can see shadows," my father
Told me, "light and dark and movement,"
As if his friend had time-traveled
To the first day of Genesis.
From the seat nearest the blackboard
I could copy my teacher's words;
From my desk I could recognize
Faces of friends four rows away.

IV. THE ERA OF THE VARI-VUE
The spring I was failing the blackboard test
And the exam of the curveball, I thought
Everybody saw with the soft focus
Of myopia, squinted and hunched close
To find the edges of print and faces.
In the first, fad years of the Vari-Vue,
My father brought home plastic-ribbed pictures
Of Plymouth Landing and Christ on the Cross.
The proper distance, he said, the right tilt
Of the head until I wig-wagged Pilgrims
Ashore; the eyes of Jesus to heaven;
And signed, bobbing my head, a small, slightly
Blurred, Declaration of Independence.
Dog-at-the-hydrant. Cow-over-the-moon.
Finally, I wore glasses. By the time
I mastered contact lenses, I could shift
Nixon's eyes in the White House windows, could
Surface my children's skulls and nod my wife
To bones, flicking her forward, fast or slow,
Like mutoscope women you could undress,
Once, for a nickel.
Now, for quarters, men
Can lock up in booths to watch looped films, choose
Sound-suffused channels on the porn network,
Sighed syllables of acquiescence flung
Like dots on this page I'm holding tonight,
In the gallery of unimportance,
Trusting they will leap up as holograms.
I'm staring at a near-wash of purple,
Coaxing "halved spheres" or "peeled fruit" off paper.
I'm deciphering instructions, learning
The sure ways to 3-D without glasses,
Pulling the page haze-close, one simple step
To "deep sight," the trompe l'oeil of computers
If we posture ourselves like the near-blind.
You enter the page, the inventor claims,
And I imagine the third dimension
Of pornography, toxins surfacing
in lakes, futures embossed by tainted blood.
I call each of my chattering, clear-lensed
Children to these pictures, say "hold this close
And stare," prodding them to levitate balls
And fruit, say "pear" and "globe" as if these were
Rorschach blots for the willingness to see.
10
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V. BETTER, BETTER, WORSE, BETTER
Last night I woke and saw nothing and knew
It was my Bill Nelson dream, the one where
He makes change in the dark, handling each coin
In his black purse until he's satisfied
Which ones are proper. I imagine him
Cheating himself; I imagine keeping
His quarters and lying about the blind,
How they mistake coins the way I misread,
With my fractioned vision, the brief rebus
Of road signs, the puzzle of passersby.
This evening, I trust my sight to the eyes
Of my neighbor, the optometrist, who
Listens as I say "Our Hearts Keep Singing,"
Describing the album by the Braillettes,
Three blind women beaming good attitude
And bright hope from their cover photograph.
"It's on Heart Warming Records," I finish,
Taking air puffs between blinks to confirm
It' s not glaucoma that's sucking my sight.
I stammer, "Better, better, worse, better."
I hear diopters, thickness, the great curve
Of this year ' s inadequate correction.
The doctor hums the ceiling tunes. Follow
The light, he croons. Now ignore it. Although
I want to say "How?", half-expecting him
To switch it off, smiling in the darkness
At optometrist humor. "Worry you?"
He ' d say. "Got you to thinking?", plummeting
The room to black, waiting for my answers,
My optimistic eyes still dilating,
Whether or not I'll be sadly clever
With compensatory, heartfelt singing.

VI. REMEDIES
The Sioux believed in opening the eyes
To the dust of bezoar stones they found
In the bodies of buffalo and deer.
The British, once, believed in the power
Of baking a black eat's head to powder
For blowing in the eyes three times a day.
And some of the nearsighted, more squeamish,
Have worn gold earrings, trusting the bright loops
To recall the radiance of vision.

VII. HOW THE OPTOMETRIST
ENCOURAGED CALM
During panic, when your mouth dries,
Breathe out until the count of six.
Breathe in until four. Count slowly.
One, two, three ... more slowly than that.
Try to remember it's just your brain
Mimicking the symptoms you dread:
Breathlessness. Dizziness. The chest
Going tight, tingling through the hands.

VIII. NOT THE WORST
Not the worst, the doctor says, matching
Me to his patient list. Not the worst,
Sounding so rehearsed I imagine
The patient who only sees shadows,
Welcoming, whore-like, whatever moves.
In the country of perfect vision,
Would anyone record what was seen?
And gone into exile, would those eyes
Wear themselves dry with excessive use?
Look. Gaze. Watch. Stare. When every edge turns
To haze, when persistent fog compares
Our hope to the hell of indistinct,
We listen for the breath of beauty,
The custodian of clarity,
Sweeping, unable to keep us clean.
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Better yet, recognize your fear
Is only anticipation.
Fight it with facts. Be specific.
Darkness is danger not yet here.

Jean Hollander

I did not start out to be a poet, although I was reading poetry from the time a visiting uncle brought
me a copy of Two Hundred Best Poems for Boys and Girls soon after I had taught myself how to
read. I was intrigued. There were poems by Frost, de la Mare, Mansfield, Housman, Wylie, Sandburg, Dickinson, Browning, Stevenson, Amy Lowell, Longfellow, Kipling, Lear, and even some
Shakespeare, a poem by Yeats, and a psalm. I could recite many of the poems by heart. I still
remember parts of the "Columbus" poem: " ... What shall we do when hope is gone?" The words
leapt like a leaping sword: "Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!" I would read the poems aloud to myself,
over and over, even inventing a melody for a seal lullaby, with which I would sing myself to sleep.
I was a college freshman by the time I wrote my first poem, transfixed by a series of photos
taken every hour, showing a frog undergoing an experiment that ends in its death. I had taken
algebra instead. A friend submitted it, and it appeared in the college magazine-my first publication. I no longer have a copy. But I still thought poets were some special race, not ordinary people
like me. I turned to writing short stories. By the time I was in graduate school, I was working on a
novel-autobiographical, of course.
In one scene, I had to move an entering character from the door to the dining room table. I could
devise no interesting way of doing so. The character insisted on just walking in and sitting down in a
chair. I was struck by the realization that in poetry characters can materialize and as suddenly be
gone, images and language suspended in the shining web of dream logic, sentences begun and discarded in midstream, all the rules of grammar and reason broken in a magical structuring of sound
and rhythm and meaning. I have been working at poetry ever since.
A voice begins to speak in my head. Sometimes it is lyrical, sometimes blustering and dark, and
a phrase comes... the way a fax machine announces a message is on the way, and sometimes, like a
fax machine, the voice sputters out, goes silent, or prints out a blackened page. Unlike the good
advice I give my students, not only to write every day, but to write at regular hours set aside every
day, I do not follow my own advice. I go backbacking in the wilderness, I cook meals for my family,
I teach literature at various colleges, I go shopping . . .and the voice is silent. And yet, at times I will
stop hiking in mid-trail and take out the pad and short pencil I carry in my shirt pocket and write
down a line, I will stop stirring and leave the wooden spoon in the soup pot, I will put down the
glass of wine in my hand, and find a piece of paper and start to write-struck by whatever dartinspiration? the Muses? an electric impulse in the brain? And the poem begins.
A bare tree, its reflection on water, the first bird trill at dawn, a bible in the drawer of a hotel
room, a silenced traffic light, the eat's paw clawing at my moving pen ... all these are absorbed by
my eyes and mind, are gathered and released, structured into words. Poetry is my way of being, my
way of sharing, of talking to myself and the world, of being one with it. It seems an act of pride to
voice these thoughts. I write poetry because I can't help it. It is the way I live.

---~--- ~---------------------------------------------------------

SAVONAROLA

ELECT IN ARKANSAS

The painting in his study shows

The crickets in the grass
and the crickets in my head
are rubbing their legs together
in shrill summer song,
the night glum
under thick moon clouds

Mary in a study
two lilies fallen from her hand.
Scrubbed Latin the announcement
that swirls from the angel's tongue.
The lilies flicker, wilt. Her body waits.
Outside, he sees the bonfire is ready,
branches laid, the paper crumpled.
Flamed. First judgment cancelled
by rain. A miracle. God's hand.
This time clouds gather, tremble

there is life in outer spaceintelligent-scientists gathered
last week in Arkansas testified,
verified by people sane,
they insisted, sane
like you and me

but leave no message.
Saved once, retried, and faulted,
he argues only to retain the robe
of his order. But denied, he answers:
"The Lord has done as much for me"
and bowed, stands barefoot,

a social worker snatched from her monotony
a farmer from his tractor
the wife eggless at the kitchen sink
a schoolteacher conversing
through closed lips, tongue darting
in white skulls of light

in his undergarment.
First he is hanged, and then,
raised to the cross
on a high-laddered tower, killed again.
A gust of wind blows out, then fans
the flames. Flaming he raised his hand.
Miraculous curse or blessing.
It fell on everyone,
on those who hanged him
and on those who grieved.
He burned into history.
The date is brass.
A tablet walked on,
somewhat to the side
of that great space.
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they live in terror
of another visitationvampires from far planets
who suck their brains, sperm, eggs
and after such election, drop them
back into this ordinary world
and who is strong enough
to survive a miracle
and not be dumbfounded?
three hooded angels on the aerial,
a barn burning where no barn
ever stood, a shining in the sky
the cat a manifestation of dark
even if its white paws give it away
and the train that takes you into night
black with candlelight
throbs with waning cries
of the elect.

FIESOLE
After the sullen climb uphill, Fiesole:
cool morning breeze of grass
and clover, everywhere in bloom.
I bite a fruit 2,000 years ago,
a small, tight-flavored apricotthe hills the same, tasselled with ilex
and grey olive trees, their wispy leaves
silvered with sunlight.
Here earth builds
itself in layersthe height to which Etruscan stairs reached out
became ground stone for Romein 13 centuries, a campanile's dungeon topped
their temple ' s columns, screams of animals
stopped up in earthwork. Before thorns
encircled His white brow, here roses grew
and poppies dripped thin dots of blood
over the fields in May.
Here swallows swooped, elliptical,
their whistling patterns quickly grooved
around the clamor of the tower rising up,
the masters copying the swallow's tail to ease
its crenellated swoop past gravity.
Here, the same wind five thousand years ago
tortured the cypress,
the same daisies bloomed, sweet as before the fall,
here salamanders on quick legs glide by
as on the day God vexed the snake to crawlingperhaps on this uneven step young Dante sat,
and here Elizabeth Browning heard
nightingales sing at noon.

SURF FOREST
They do not come back to haunt us
How did the night pass

like the stumps in Oregon that rose

so slow we did not see

out of the surf, trees that had been

until grey scratched

forest when Christ walked. Earthquake

at the glass . I am hoarse

and lava-drowned, they rose

with the words of others,

gnawed by El Nifio. Soon they will sink

water, elixir, moon.

back into sand to rise into other eons

Slow silver trail of a slug

out of the moon-swept sea.

sluicing itself to extinction

How they must long to be decayed

while death refuses

into usefulness. And we, stocked in an air-tight

to get serious, frolics

water-proved, upholstered, guaranteed

in twirling lights of ambulances

eternal box, do we not yearn

and squirrels smattered under wheels.

to soften into slime,
where only worms, liquid and mobile

Programmed, the forsythia

make flesh bloom, move

opens its yellow

away from the constricting bone,

out of no matter what

flee from corruption

snow or gelid mud

in those bursts of slithering swirls.

and the magnolia with stubborn buds

Assumed into glissading living form

unfold their furry husks to the false sun,

we glisten-an elixir of death.

a salesman's promise, though the quicksilver
thermometer won ' t rise.
Seared by nightfall, lost
to another season. Still
the magnolia will p artake
the distinction of trees,
how the y die all over the world,
dogwood, linden, sycamore, chestnut,
making their own monuments
where they fall, branches wrapped
around the stem that took them.
The root wheeled upright:
a frieze, a ciphered wall,
history of drought and nutrients,
the sudden excavation filled,
a pool for waterbugs and frogs
dipping in the reflected air.
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Walt McDonald
the splendor we all need

J.m

amazed to be invited back to The Cresset with other writers. When I was a boy growing up in Texas, I didn't
want to write, but to ride horses and to fly. Now, here I am, balding, with a few books and seven grandchildren.
I came to poetry late, as a middle-aged pilot after Vietnam. I love flying, a matter of life or death; but a good
story or poem gives pleasures I find nowhere else. Oh, not as much joy as holding hands with my wife in the
park, or bending down to lift one of my granddaughters above my head and feel her hug my neck, or to hear
anyone with feeling sing ''Amazing Grace." I know the difference between a poem and a person. But a good story
or poem equips me with hope and wonder-some of splendor we all need; the late James Dickey said of
Theodore Roethke, "When you read him, you realize with a great surge of astonishment and joy that, truly, you
are not yet dead."
Poetry makes extravagant claims (which is not to say it didn't happen that way), and poems can be fiercely
persuasive. The best ones surprise and delight us, and make us yearn to be as wise and loving as we can be. The
poems of Frost and Dickinson, of Hopkins and John Donne go a long way toward answering the old questions:
What does poetry do? What is it for? Poetry is one of the joys of my life, but I think of Solomon, in Ecclesiastes,
warning about the vanity of human wisdom. I don't believe writers are the "legislators of the world"-either
unacknowledged or applauded. A writer's role is much less important, and much more free and easy. A writer is
neither a savior nor a shaman. There must be dozens of other duties-such as learning or mastering the craft,
and doing your own work-but I feel three basic responsibilities, as a writer: "Spend It All," as Annie Dillard
said. "Remember Who Gives the Flow." And "First Things First: The Cross vs. Mephistopheles." The first duty I
feel as a writer is hard work. "Spend It All, " as Annie Dillard said. I go back to the book for assurance that
writing poems is all right, even a good thing to do: "Whatever your hand finds to do," Solomon wrote, "do it
with all your might" (Eccl. 9: 10). I take heart from Paul's advice: "Whatever you do, work at it with all your
heart, as working for the Lord" (Col. 3:23). What keeps me going back to the keyboard day after day is the
simple faith that words will show me the way. For a while, I feel totally ignorant; I have no idea what's coming. I
like that silence: I can feel hair rise on my neck when I type a phrase that intrigues me-there's a sense of immediate complicity, as if the words and I are up to something. Later is time enough to teach the dumb rough beast to
jump through hoops, trying to turn a rough first draft into a poem.
I write out of a paradox of needs: the enormous hope of discovery and the continual pleasures of play. I write
for the pleasure of playing with words and finding stories in poems. I write to discover, to follow an image and
see what story or poem I can spin from it, what tale develop. Writing is always discovery-at least, that's the only
way I can do it. I'm curious, when I write, eager and willing to find some splendid secrets, hoping to make some
sense of what I find-maybe something I've needed all my life, maybe something so awful I wonder how I'll ever
deal with it. Every poem is a metaphor of how it feels to someone to be alive at some time, at some place. I didn't
write many poems before I came back from Vietnam, so I may be wrong. But I think that's what poems become.
Years ago, a friend taught me to claim my regions, which are all I'll ever have of God's plenty on this earth. So
I write about what I know, about what intrigues me-family, flying, my native West Texas and the Rocky Mountains where Carol and I lived for years, and still, sometimes, a war. Accepting my own regions has been the best
thing for me, as a writer. This way of writing works, and so I'll ride it the way I would ride an only, ugly horse-as
far as it will take me. As a young pilot, when I applied to teach English at the Air Force Academy, what I wanted to
do was hang around some of the best-used language in the world, some of the most moving, exciting words I'd
ever heard-and to share them with others. That's also the daunting, giddy task of re-writing. By now, it's a truism
that "poetry makes nothing happen." But-absurd and wonderful as this may sound-poetry is contact with
others who value the heart's good notions. Poetry confirms my own best motives, and says I'm not alone with such
feelings in this fleeting world. I turn to the Word for salvation. I turn to stories and poems for much, much less.
The second responsibility I feel as a writer is to remember who gives the flow. Disgusted with a surly people,
Moses struck the rock, and water flowed. "How long must I. .. " he asked, as if he had brought sweet water from

the rock. Once, Moses had felt that he lacked the words, the power of persuasive speech. Now, his haughty
tongue got him in trouble. He forgot the word, the source of power, and didn't speak to the rock, but struck it
with the aging muscles of his own arm. I think of the title of Tony Randall and Jayne Mansfield's movie, Will
Success Spoil Rock Hunter? I think it's dangerous for writers to read their press clippings. I think it's crucial to
remember who gives the flow.
The third basic contract I try to keep as a writer is to put first things first: in other words, The Cross vs.
Mephistopheles. An old saying claims that writers have to sacrifice everything for our art. It's an appealing idea
to romantic idealists, but it's simply another verse of the song of Faust-selling one's soul for the sake of art.
Fame; success; writing a well-told tale. They're all seductive goals-obsessive and flattering. But like others, I
need only one Master, who might have asked, What good would it do for writers to gain the whole world, and
forfeit their own souls? Or what could they give in exchange for their souls? The Psalmist said, ''A horse is a vain
hope for deliverance; despite all its great strength, it cannot save" (Ps 33 : 17). I feel the same about poems as well
as horses: ''A poem is a vain hope for deliverance; in spite of its great language, it cannot save." I'm touched by
poems and stories; but we children of sorrow, we sinners saved by grace have heard the Good News, the simple,
amazing mystery. Sometimes, it may still be easier to doubt and complain with the skeptics, or to laugh with the
Hedonists and "fling roses, roses riotously with the throng" (Dawson, "Cynarae"). Faith, after all, is a radical
master. At times, we probably feel alone, trapped in a bizarre, hostile, nightmarish universe. And we are. As the
old country-and-western jukebox used to twang, "You'll never git outta this world alive." The title of the late
James Dickey's novel Deliverance sums up what I need, what probably all of us yearn for-solitary as we are,
trapped in a hostile, bizarre, nightmarish world. The Psalmist wrote, "I am in a trap with no way out" (Psalm
88:8, The Living Bible).
Most of the time, when I travel for readings, my wife knows I'll be busy, so she decides to stay home-maybe
start a new painting and write the grandkids, and feed and water the cardinals and jays, and in the spring, at
Easter, the cedar waxwings. Every day is a gift, even at our age. Only yesterday, Carol and I were sophomores in
high school, and I told a friend, I'm gonna marry that girl! And did-and suddenly, three children and decades
later, I still don't see how one man could be so blessed, even though the moon is always rushing. And so, the
writers I admire sing down here with the rest of us in the common soil, longing for hope and love and eternal joy.
When I think of the poet Robert Herrick, I remember mainly his wanton and carpe-diem poems: "Gather ye
rose-buds while ye may," he advised in "To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time." "Our life is short," he wrote,
"and we are but decaying. I Come, my Corinna, come, let's go a-maying." A priest, Herrick liked the way young
women looked, and took "Delight in Disorder": ''A sweet disorder in the dress I Kindles in clothes a wantonness." Even now, he's probably more famous for the poems about this world than for his poems about the sacred.
After all, as Richard Wilbur wrote, "Love Calls Us to the Things of This World." I remember learning in graduate
school Herrick's six-line poem "Upon Julia's Clothes": "Whenas in silks my Julia goes I Then, then, methinks,
how sweetly flows I That liquefaction of her clothes."
But, like many of us who write early in another century, Herrick said what mattered most to him was not the
birds and bees, not youth and love and wantonness, but the hope of heaven:
sing of brooks, of blossomes, birds and bowers, ...
write of youth, of love, ...
sing of times trans-shifting...
write of hell; I sing, and ever shall,
Of Heaven, and hope to have it after all. ("The Argument of His Book")

I
I
I
I

I spend a lot of hours at work, and writing is an exhausting, joyful task. I give up time, and I get back a handful
of words. After his conversion, John Berryman wrote, "Father Hopkins said the only true literary critic is Christ.
Let me lie down exhausted, content with that" (#10 of "Eleven Addresses to the Lord").
Writing is only work; what remains is vastly more important. For I believe in the splendor of amazing grace,
the power and the living Word of our hope. In The Message, Eugene Peterson rendered the start of Colossians
like this: "God rescued us from the dead-end alleys and dark dungeons. He has set us up in the kingdom of the
Son he loves so much, the Son who got us out of the pit we were in ....We look at this Son and see the God who
cannot be seen ....You don't walk away from a gift like that!"
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ONE SUMMER BEFORE THE WAR
In Montana mountains, long before
our children and Saigon, we rested
by a log with chunks of bark clawed off,
evidence of bears. Here there be grizzlies,
signs warned in Glacier National Park,
like soft paws tapping campers on the shoulder,
$50 fine for leaving food in the open.
Who needed warnings, the whole wide world
before us. Snow melt dangled waterfalls
like bridal veils. We filled canteens,
the coldest water. Shout, and the sound
dropped hollow, no one around but us.
Great-uncle Edward built his cabin here,
along this cliff-smashed, now, by an avalanche.
Whatever he faced in the world war
drove him to mountains. Here are the steps
he built, stone slabs that disappear
in the rock slide. Backpacking,
he survived and moved to Whitefish,
married and raised eight babies
we've never met, scattered like our own
grandchildren under stars. Decades ago,
on our honeymoon, we stared at peaks
so steep we staggered. At dusk,
we pitched a tent near his avalanche,
not worried about wars, heartache, or bears.
Nights, so long ago, we sat outside
and wondered how heaven could ever
be that good, together under dazzling,
starry skies above the world.

I

PEAKS WEST OF ESTES PARK

J

I
Across the road, three picnic tables downhill
by Glacier Creek, snow over the benches
after twenty inches of blizzard two days ago.
Three coyotes trot by, following a scent
of calves that survived the winter,
so far, not bothered we watch. Years ago,
our children would have pointedDid you see that?-jerking their heads
between us and coyotes
gone before anyone thought camera.
Now, we lean on a boulder and watch
thawed water sparkling between the pines
around the bend, forty yards of stream
and snow bank twisting by. At sixty six,
we listen to ripples, months before
most tourists come. We're here
without children who flew away so fast
we blink. The same wide concrete tables,
same mountain stream down there.
A few more days will thaw the drifts,
melt icicles down the rocks and dry the trail.
Families will eat sack lunches there.
Couples on honeymoon will marvel at elk
in meadows above them, the coyotes trotting by.
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WHAT WOULD WE .HAVE
AS PARENTS?
What, then-playful offspring
with durable toys, healthy children
like puppies that don't grow up,

but pounce and giddy-nip and yip?
Each day a Disney video, a rec room
of trophies and family games,

a fireplace crackling at each end?
Our pool the neighborhood's
favorite, church parties, a hub

where lucky classmates migrate
after Shangri-la schooldays?
What would we have as parents,

but heaven? Hot honeymoon hope
and happy ever after, vastly more
than long good health of toasts

and giddy possibilities of babies
before a doctor comes out,
frowning, and says Sit down.

THE COUPLE ACROSS THE LAKE
They hobble around the spruce-lined lake,
the easiest hike in the Rockies. No wolves
for a hundred years, no snakes at this elevation,
no cougars this far down. Mallards bob upside down,
silent as the moss they gobble. The wife
taps her walking cane like Moses on rocks,
beats time like Sousa leading a band.
Saucy, she's tied a red bandanna around her neck
like guiding a safari. Her husband sports a dowager's hump,
stumbles like an albatross trying take off.
He catches himself, arms out like a band leader
saying Too loud. They must be ninety, ninety five.
The pond shimmers a dozen snow peaks in the west.
Across the dazzle, we hear each word they say,
distinctly. Slow down, she scolds, like singing.

If he moseyed slower, he'd collapse,
but he slows down. She takes his hand,
and they swing hands. How that must hurt,
arthritic arms and knuckles. Amazing,
to be old and giddily in love. If they'd stayed
in Eden, would Eve have led her own old man
like that, believing the best was yet to be,
their docile children grown with grandkids of their own,
like ours, in another part of the garden?
Oh, to be that old and chat so kindly,
not dreaming anyone else could hear,
is even nearby, listening, learning how.
Slow down, she tells him, pleasantly,
like a sweetheart in bed. I know, I know,
he answers breathless, like nibbling her neck.

Daniel Tobin
the passivities
It's somewhere midway through our opening class in Carthage's first year seminar, second
semester. Course topic: community. Without knowing it yet, my students are all good
descendants of John Locke and social contract theory-we form communities and those
communities are the collective manifestations of our individual choice. "How many of you
chose to be born where and when you were born?" I ask, risking the dumb rhetorical question, and as I pose it I'm half afraid someone might raise their hand. I had a friend who
believed she retained memories from the womb. I've taught Blake's "Thel" and
Wordsworth's "Intimations Ode"-"our birth is a sleep and a forgetting." A forgetting. Or
the nascent soul's impulse to retreat to the Vales of Har. I had a sister who, like Thel, chose
"unbeing" rather than history. Of course the choice is metaphorical, since to be born or not
is to manifest the passivities. Place. Time. Family. Nationality. Ethnicity. Human sentience.
I. Or no I. So much of what we are told encourages us to believe we are the products of our
actions, and yet Odysseus fails to realize the ambition of his intent until he is borne wrecked and unconscious by the goddess to the shores of Ithaca. As a poet I give my consent to the process of making-that
protean nux of will and need, knowledge and friction, life and language-knowing that the aim of craft
and half my consent is really compulsion that itself must be given over to discovery of what Yeats called
"the befitting emblem" and not the forced design. As a person shaped by my particular past, I find myself
negotiating between Hopkins's vision of creation composed of all things vibrantly "selving," and the nameless mystic of The Cloud of Unknowing who reminds us that nothing is perfect in love until it is destroyed.
Creation and Decreation. To bleed here and now into nothing. To fly and be brought to your knees.

THE TREE
Where it flung itself into the sky, its canopy
of leaves darkened three lawns, branches
flaring along the power lines, out and up
as if to fill the block's patch of heaven,
the trunk too thick to reach arms around;
which is why it's now a legend to the neighbors
who like to tell how they cut it down
before we came, after the roots grew so big
they buckled their driveway's concrete slabs,
the ground that held its wide circumference
a wispy square of grass, the great bulk vanishing
like my wife's father, tall as a movie star
in her salvaged photos; or myself
as a child lifting my mother, wasted drunk,
off the floor to help her into bed.
It could be anyone with roots that have a dream
of giving life, though even the stump is gone,
ground to dust by deliberate hands. Below,
the thinnest hairs still widen, mesh
together, fanning out in blind passageways
to a source: some broken seal or outflow pipe
they quietly fill and fill to convey desire
toward nothing, an absence vast as their need.
And, suddenly, you're in the basement, grabbling
through the muck and wreckage of what you thought
swept effortlessly away. You are down on your knees.
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II

UNCHAINED MELODY

'
One page of the newspaper splays like wings
of a seagull against the storm-fence raised
around the retreat that was a college
in the last century, before the church
renovated it, then built the old folks home

in the same faux gothic with new cream brick.
I pick up such things, local history,
just by living long enough in one place
and never need to visit the town archives,
or the bookstore on Main, which I do,
to riffle through "the new and gently used"
and banter with the owner when I buy;
or, like today, pass through empty-handed
into the street, the names of buildings
still readable on the few preserved facades,
and the memory of the first occupants
more effaced than some peeling billboard
uncovered like one of Pompeii's frescos
I might read about in a newspaperthis one, trapped against the chain-link,
a feature in the Metro section beside

Gazebo Nearly Ready For The Fourth;
though it could be headlines, election news,
a house burned in someone else's tragedy,
cars and bikes for sale, furniture and estates,
prom night previews, obits, the sports page
with its important, forgettable scores.
I'd transpose it into a blazing tree,
transfigure it to be a golden bird
or fire-fangled peacock, this urgent scrap,
scavenger flapping madly to ascend
when I happen by, lusty for symbols,
then turn the corner only to hear music
pouring-no lie-from my own house, my wife
singing madrigals-Adieu, Sweet Amarylisand can almost feel myself beginning
to bleed like so much ink into the earth,
bleed here and now into nothing, and fly.

AT THE TREE OF MANY, ONE

1.

Behind our house in Grossi's single field,
the sun slides below cedars,
sky tilted to dusk.
All day I've played
in junkyard, shalepit,
darted through woods with a plastic rifle,
till now, waist-deep in blowing grass,
I stop shock-still at the sound of my nameAt this moment you might have fled us,
called back from our games
at the snub-end of summer,
or driven like a catkin through the quickening air.
11.

Who called me back
was not my mother,
who lay in her bed
in the hospital overlooking the Narrows,
where she heard the doctor's words
"She came too soon, we couldn't save her .... "
Outside her window: bridgelights
suspended in fog,
a string of pearls her nurse said.
So years later my mother confessed to me,
her voice thin as thread through a needle's eye.
111.

Colleen Regina. Kathleen Ann.
Names bestowed on wished-for lives ...
Those late nights in our kitchen,
my father asleep, my brother gone
from that house's angers,
I listened as she nursed
another drink to stories
of dolls and shopping, braided hair,
a daughter close as a sisterthe ideal world she created
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in a haze of regrets, how always
a mother loses her sons.
In those hours you became a thought
almost palpable, a hint of smoke
drifted from her cigarette,
or a soul's spark poised for release.

IV.

Once, an ancient hymn recounts, a child
travels from his father ' s house
to rescue a single pearl
guarded by a serpent in the sea.
Putting off his robe of glory, the boy
descends into Egypt,
and as happens in such stories,
forgets the purpose of his quest,
seduced by customs of an alien landthough like clockwork comes the awakening:
the pearl saved , his inheritance restored.
But why does the child leave at all?
And what's the worth of a pearl
for a house so surfeited with wealth
a robe is glorious?
So we renounce the myth , turn from it
the way tourists turn
from beggars; say meaning moves
from life to life without a trace,
so when we come to the end it is this truth
we see: the serpent
coiled around a black hole.
And you who never left, who have no need
of stories, what knowledge
can you give us who pause
on the journey outward
only to feel inside the drag of created things?

v.
In the beginning: an atom of time,
atom of space, flung gasses,
I see you, sister,
lured back in returnfetus, fish, single-cell, nil.
There, in those final waters,
you are again
what we can no longer be:
uncreated, an absence
from which even God's hand emerges.

Vl.

The Time Capsule
on our bookshelf
took up two shelves.
Each night I'd pick a year
to pore over pictures
of a century's events.
This was history,
quickened by a whiff of mildew:
Kitty Hawk rising
over Carolina dunes, depression
breadlines, trenches at Verdun ,
an era's assorted portraits;
on the couch our father
watching television, who survived
Guam, Leyte Gulf, the pier
explosion at Luckenback
where he woke with his friend lying
dead on top of him
the year before I was born,
the dock's air
thick with voices of the dead
summoning their one prayer of reversal,
the way the Narrows' surf
seethes in its breakers :
what if, what if, what if, what if. . ..
What pursues me? Everything
you ' ve missed.

Vll.

That I am, that I am-there's no sorrow
greater, the contemplative said,
than to feel this "naked spark of being":
and so he leaves his name
to our unknowing. Yet this self-taste,
how vividly it stung the poet
until he saw in everythingwindhover, ploughman, poplar, wreckthe charge of mastering grandeur.
Height and length and breadth,
all that gives shape to this earth,
must be put behind a cloud, must be
forgotten, with every creature,
for you will not be perfect in love
until this too is destroyed.
To what purpose then do we long
to preserve the illusion,
this real earth, we who are not like you,
who would make our lives
leaves pressed deeply into a book
that cures and keeps and heals our memory?

viii.
Sister, my life lived at the edge of a field
you will never see, in time that forms me,
as I reform it, to my own image:
We are here to pay out ourselves again.
Those stone walls, overrun by ferns,
that divided each field, come back to me.
And the Narrows, its freighters sounding
through thickest fog. This world calls
like a neighbor through the dusk.
Again the wind steps over your soul.

Jeanne Murray Walker
notes on writing as a subversive activity

I never intended to become a writer. I began writing in high school because it was the only way I could think of to
subvert the rules without getting into trouble. For many people high school is a place of great agony, I think. I was
looking forward to a Latin course regularly taught by a tiny magical red-haired spinster who believed Latin was a
force for Good. Shortly after we began the semester, this ancient, fiery woman got sick, and the mother of one of
my unfortunate classmates became our permanent substitute. Or baby sitter. She spent most of the period going
over the vocabulary at the back of the chapters. Every minute was like sitting at a railroad crossing waiting for
hundreds of boxcars to roll by, and there were fifty such minutes in each class. Time became unspeakably cruel.
To avoid going crazy I scanned the horizon for exits. Our substitute Latin teacher would call roll every day.
Ten minutes. Then there were PA announcements. Another ten minutes. In these interstices, under the teacher's
radar, in the back of my Latin notebook, I started writing a cowboy novel. I told no one, but it changed my life.
Instead of dreading Latin all day, I looked forward to the strange and true unfolding at the corral. I was still in
Latin, of course. Seeing a body in the chair, the teacher counted me present.
I suspect there are many reasons to write subversively, but my own is this: I grew up just after World War II,
when the energy of a whole generation got diverted into what one sociologist called "the Organization Man." It
was a period of iron clad social codes, many of which were unspoken, so you didn't know they existed until you
violated them. To me they were both bewildering and stifling. They created vast glacial areas of conversational
taboo, which I regularly stumbled into. To complicate the problem, my devoutly religious parents made clear to
me that we were "not like the world" and the "world" would not understand much of what I said. By the time I
was in high school, I was consciously searching for a language to say what I knew. I felt that there was no way to
talk about my strange and remarkable life.
I now think that when I protested the Vietnamese War I was protesting this enforced silence, as much as the
iniquity of the War. Taking to the streets felt freeing. Nevertheless, the anti-War movement smelled of its own
smugness. I staged my own private protest by going to graduate school so I could teach at a place like the college
I had attended, where, to my relief, people talked about what they felt and knew, using literature as a sort of language. We argued passionately about Brecht and Sartre and Tolstoy and Nietzsche. We believed literature meant
something, that what it meant was important, that salvation depended on getting the truth. The faculty hung
around in the English Department, and it was not unusual for a student-or a class of students-to go to their
houses to continue a discussion. I don't want to romanticize this period, but I believe the professors talked to one
another about books and about the strangeness of human experience, too.
I emerged with my Ph.D. and began teaching in a University at exactly the moment the Academy began to
change the rules about teaching. By the mid-seventies every professor needed a Ph.D. and a specialty. The publish
or perish rule meant that anyone who wanted to survive in academics spent as little time with students as seemed
decent and then rushed home to read the newest critical analysis of, say, Shakespeare, which, of course, had been
pumped out so its author wouldn't perish. The English Department became a place where only Administrators
hung out and no one talked about literature, much less about truth.
Perhaps that explains why, as a grown-up with some power of my own, I still write the way I began in Latin
class, in the interstices, against what is settled and finished and, often, in fact, dead and untrue. Not that I am the
one who is bringing the creation to life, exactly. It's more that I'm the one who's called to be aware of it and get
it onto paper. When I write, I am usually uncertain what's coming next, delighted by it, sometimes frustrated,
but always trying to hold still and let it pour through me.
But that's not quite right. For one thing, my own history and preferences have more to do with what gets
written than that suggests. For another, the process is nowhere nearly so self-conscious as that implies. When I am
writing, I'm hardly aware of it. It is almost as if a crack opens in the morning and I enter a familiar cave and when I
come back, no time has elapsed. Except, of course, now it's noon and I have to pick up my child for his violin lesson.
It would be wrong to suggest that I don't spend a lot of time pursuing the rule-governed activity of revision.
Only very occasionally I write something that doesn't need to be changed. More often the first draft needs radical revision. And there are many first drafts of which not a single word survives. Most writers write by revising.
I once heard that Frost jotted "Stopping By Woods On A Snowy Evening" quickly at two in the morning. The
story is remarkable because it is so unusual. I suspect he was only able to do that because his mind had been
sharpened by revision.
Even when I write for the theatre, it takes courage to disagree with the voices around me. The "facts" always
seem more legitimate than anything I could say. A year ago the Director at Centenary Stage, a theatre outside
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New York, came to me with a proposal. He wanted to commission me to write a play about the rape and murder
of Tillie Smith, a teenager who peeled potatoes in the kitchen at the local College. A month after Tillie's strangling, under pressure from New York papers, the Sheriff arrested James Titus, who was trusted employee at the
College. They prosecuted and came within several weeks of hanging Titus before he confessed to having a longstanding affair with Tillie, a story no one believed, but which got him off the hook for first-degree murder. That
was 1886 and Tillie's ghost has haunted the townspeople ever since. There's evidence now that Titus wasn't
guilty. The murderer apparently got away.
Fine. I said I'd write the play. Commissions are hard to come by. Moreover, I'd had a wonderful experience
with that theatre, which had already produced one of my plays. So we set the reading date for 13 March 2002.
I combed through hundreds of microfilm newspaper accounts and eventually read all 1500 pages of the trial
transcript. I conducted interviews, participated in Town Meetings and radio call in shows, and went on a Tillie
Walk, a local celebration retracing the girl's last steps.
All this came to a big yawning So what? Oh, I did have hundreds of pages of notes, but as the publicly
announced reading of the play drew closer, I felt myself slip into the coffin of the facts. I heard the leaden cover
click shut. One Tuesday, panic stricken, I sat and stared at Tillie's picture, hoping my heart would kick into gear
so I could start writing the play. But even the girl's face repelled me, square and blunt as it is. The word bulldog
comes to mind.
Then it occurred to me that Tillie was actually missing. Cut out of the public records. Or, more accurately,
never documented there. Born in Waterloo, New Jersey, raised in one room, abandoned by her mother when she
was eleven, she herself bolting from home at fourteen, yes-but who was this girl? A dead body. Nothing but the
victim in a murder mystery. So how could I write about her? I couldn't.
Thomas Carlyle observed in Sartor Resartus that it is not until the heart believes the Everlasting No! that it
can start moving defiantly to Yes! I began to remember that Tillie was wearing buff leather gloves and a red
leather purse the night she was killed. She had just bought a spool of thread.
She must have luxuriated in her few clothes. And the look on her face in the picture? It could be called
pugnacious. Determined. Why? Because she wanted to get out of the place she had been born? She wanted to
make something of herself. Of course. Determination was what drove her. It was her glory, her obsession, her
fatal flaw. She was desperate to rise. I could see her walking into the Seminary at ten one Monday morning in
January to start work, carrying a sparrow in a bird cage, ready to take the place by storm.
Like slipping between buildings in a city, suddenly I was in a place where no one could find me. The sun was
shining and everything was holy. The play began. This kind of relief from social roles and requirements surely
involves grace. Grace, it seems to me, is generally quiet and often subversive. Grace is unmerited favor. It comes
unbidden and it can't be ordered around.
And yet what gets written, even in a state of grace, doesn't stay in that state. I think about Shakespeare, for
example. He must have been antic, curious, and passionate. To write his strange new plays, I imagine he had to
negotiate a space under and around the dragnet of autocratic sixteenth-century laws. But now his plays represent
the rules others have to get around. My first awareness of Shakespeare was of someone beating me over the head
with him. Undergraduates where I teach are required to "take" Shakespeare, as they might take a pill.
As I sit here, groping for the next word, getting up and wandering out to the kitchen to make another cup of
coffee, writers like Shakespeare represent "the burden of the past." That's Harold Bloom's term. Among the
things I know is that I will not write a better play than "Hamlet." We have all read and adored and filled our
minds with what Shakespeare wrote. He never filled his mind with what we wrote. If he had, his work would
have been quite different-as, of course, would history. My point is this. Not only do I owe Shakespeare and
Milton and Elizabeth Bishop and Emily Dickinson a great debt for showing me how to write; their work has had
a chilling effect on my own. They are our masters.
In the presence of these dominant voices, how can anyone write at all? It makes no sense to slavishly imitate
the great writers. No one can sound like Wallace Stephens again. It makes no sense to compete with them either;
the possibility of failure is certain. And it makes no sense to ignore them. Their works offer a wealth of ideas and
strategies that it would be foolish to overlook.
Their power will not go away. It must somehow be gotten around or subverted. I suppose it is a way of subverting Shakespeare to wonder whether he ever felt burdened by Thomas Kyd, or Kit Marlowe's genius. For the
young Shakespeare, these playwrights would have been the voice of authority that he himself is for us. To write
"Hamlet," did Shakespeare have to find a space where Marlowe's work couldn't come? At any rate, that's what
I'd have to do. And I suspect other writers may have to write subversively as well. Behind the scenes, outside the
conventions, in a place that subverts the agreements by which we are routinely bound, it is possible to find grace.
Writing is subversive first. Then comes the hard work. And then it goes public. That is how, as the poet, Stephen
Dunn, has said, we can make available to others "the strangeness that is our lives."

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
It must have been a windy night like this
the trees swaying and hissing,
tossing their hair in desperate gestures,
when he broke out of the charm
and realized it wasn't fair.
He never chose her.
When he woke up, she stood before him
like a bright goblet filling up with water.
He was thirsty. How splendid
it can be to drink when you're thirsty
was what he thought. He was that young.
Now he realizes there is a stain
spreading on his heart, that the name
she gave the Yak chafes him
and she sings off key. He never chose
her. For a minute he'd like to grab his knife
and cut off her song
but rain is slanting down
and she is running toward him, her eyes terrified
under the bending, cracking maples
and a curtain pulls back in him
and he takes her into his arms
and begins the long journey toward
learning to love what he's been given.
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FEBRUARY 29
-for Mary Rose
Beside me a mad genius
of a squirrel
rears up happily, as if he heard an acorn
he stashed a mile away
lurch to life.
But you, what will you do
with this surplus day?
And what can I say to you,
who've lost your only lover,
your spirit already amazed
in a math of days?
I long to lave out your grief.
How near my longing
comes to lying! I want to say
you'll heal. To mention
that you'll be happy again.
But who can know?
And so I hold my peace.
Still-still, look at this day,
awakening, humming
like an ancient thin aunt
straightening her hat brim
and climbing down
from her lonely attic
after four tall years
of mourning,
debonair
in her Mary Janes,
drinking hope
from a porcelain tea cup

NIGHT LIGHT
Through the window cruel stars
glitter. Snails must be freezing
in their tiny hideouts. Even Bach
has no heart to go on. I flick light on,
the small one, so the room won't
jump into its lurid daytime clothes.
You turn over and sigh. When we
collided last night basalt heaved up
from some Pleistocene Age. We reared
against one another, huge, obstructionist,
our voices molten lava, our language
on fire. But God must have a sense of humor.
Even murderers sleep eventually,
and we were mown down
by the sandman. Now you lie here
your normal size again and furry.

about to tell
what it meant, after all.

Our sand piper cocks its one foot
safely atop our dresser. The night
light fits everything back into its own
small skin. I lay my hand on your sleeping
arm, suddenly able to imagine
myself: after you. And then you,

no, after you.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
That day the City was so clear I could almost
imagine angels, the old kind in skirts,
glancing down and trying to understand us,
the enigmas they've agreed to guard.
And then from the window behind me
a voice riffed up and down the scale of violence,
threatening worse. I wanted to walk away,
pretending I hadn't heard. I thought of
the old rule: Do to others what you want done

to you. But what do I want? Silence
But when I get it, I find I've entered loneliness.
Our complicated desires! Our self deceptions!
I think of Charles Johnson in the Mojave Desert,
wanting the earth flat, claiming there's no Antarctic,
the moon landings were nothing but tricks.
Oh, maybe some of what we want is simple.
The sparrow wants to burst out of the barn
before the fire kills her. But who could guess
that parents would want to move to Skye
so every morning they can see where
their daughter fell burning from the Pan Am jet?
I offer this explanation for why I did nothing.
I didn't know what I'd want done to me.
The old excuse, maybe. The old timidity.
Which is why I honor my friend, who once
stood at her neighbor's door measuring the violence,
deciding what she would want:
the heart's savage wish for secrecy
pitted against the law it knows it needs.
She went home and dialed 911,
the one of us who understood her own heart.
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praying for forgiveness

Fredrick Barton
For the first four decades of my life, the
world seemed uncertainly balanced on the edge
of oblivion, the arrows of nuclear Armageddon
hovering in their missile silos only a pushed
button away from rendering the earth uninhabitable for ten millennia and longer. And then
humankind took a step away from the abyss. As
the fresh air of freedom swept through central
and eastern Europe for the first time in half a
century, the Berlin Wall fell, the Soviet Union distintegrated and apocalyptic warfare faded into
the realm of science fiction.
But we did not really beat our swords in
plowshares; rather, we melted them into bricks
of bullion and made ourselves unfathomably
rich. When we might have tilled the fields of a
hungry world, instead we scattered the globe
with our indifference and therein no doubt
sowed the seeds of bitter neglect now polluting
the world with the poisonous fruit of cultural
hatred. It isn't that we always behaved well
during the long, frightening years of the Cold
War, but the realities of geopolitical chess
required that we pay attention to peoples in
Mrica and Asia, even if we regarded them as mere
pawns in our struggle against international Communism. As the fifties gave way to the sixties and
seventies, leaders of developing nations became
skilled in playing the superpowers off one against
the other, and that strategy both gave them
stature and brought them aid. But when Moscow
laid down its king, the game was also over for the
developing world.
The doomsday clock of nuclear holocaust
has been set back from its quivering position one
tick from midnight. But for many, the world has
not become a safer place. In the last decade we
have seen ethnic rivalries flame into vicious

fighting in east Mrica, in the former Yugoslavia
and over and over again in the Middle East.
"Islamic fundamentalism" spreads terror through
the Algerian countryside. A "Christian" policy of
ethnic cleansing validates the murder of unarmed
Muslims in Bosnia and Kosovo. As I write, Muslims and Hindus massacre each other by the hundreds in west India while the Israeli army fires
missiles into shanty towns and Palestinian suicide
bombers blow themselves up with the vengeful
satisfaction that their own deaths are purchased
with the suffering of so many of their enemy.
Where do we go from here?
One would wish to say to church, or to
mosque, synagogue or temple. But since so much
of world strife revolves around religious differences, since people (at least in pretense) are
killing each other in the name of the God they
think theirs alone, one hesitates before adducing
a religious approach. But to put a contemporary
linguistic spin on Luther's Ich kann nicht anders,
"I can't help myself." Still, the guidance I recommend is not found in a conventional place of
worship but in your local video store, in Robert
Benton's "Places in the Heart" and in Jan Hrebejk's "Divided We Fall."
dream of redemption
Released in 1984, writer/director Benton's
"Places in the Heart" is beautiful in the way only
the most heartfelt works of art can be. The film
is appropriately quiet, and its digressive narrative about a young Depression-era widow's
struggle to keep her family together and her
small homestead from foreclosure is paced to
approximate American farm life in the 1930s.
Seldom in its long history has Hollywood produced a film with as much compassion for and
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insight into the vanishing culture of the rural
American South, a culture of poverty and hardship in many respects, particularly in the era of
the movie's setting, not so very far removed
from those in developing nations today.
Sally Field stars as Edna Spalding, the Waxahachie, Texas, housewife whose sheriff husband is
accidentially killed one day in the line of duty. Like
all of the more than a half-dozen characters
Benton creates here, Edna is multi-dimensional
and exceptionally well-drawn. When her husband
dies, she is so totally ignorant of the "man's"
world that she doesn't even know how to write a
check. But she learns. And she learns too that marrying imagination to determination can sometimes
hold off the savagely indifferent forces in American society which routinely crush those unfortunate enough to be born female or poor or black.
But to his considerable credit, Benton
doesn't allow "Places in the Heart" to become
just a pedestrian tale about "human courage. "
The picture is too much about flesh and blood
characters to settle for being merely "inspirational." And, in fact, the film is finally pessimistic
about our being able to devise even a fleeting paradise in this world. But "Places in the Heart" can
bear the weight of its gloomy world view because
it makes us care in an immediately personal way
about so many characters, characters for whom
Benton has such respect that he assiduously
avoids a condescending idealization and instead
reveals them to us warts and all. In addition to
Edna, two of these characters are worthy of especial examination: Mr. Will Oohn Malkovich), the
blind boarder who takes up residence in Edna's
house and thus helps her defray the expense of
her mortgages, and Moze (Danny Glover), the
itinerant black beggar who stays with Edna for a
season and helps her plant and then harvest a
crop of cotton.
A disabled veteran from World War I, Mr.
Will seems a haughty and coldly self-pitying loner
when he first arrives in Edna's house. But almost
against his will he is drawn into the fabric of
Edna's family until he is indistinguishable from
an actual blood relative. A similar process happens with Moze. Moze arrives at Edna's doorstep
offering to perform odd jobs to earn a meal and
an opportunity to bed down in a shed. Moze is
strong and proud, but he's also a survivor. He'll
work if he can, steal if he has to. Part of Moze's
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strength is that he doesn't try to fight battles he
can't win. However much it scalds his insides, he
shows white men the deference they insist upon
as the price of avoiding their senseless wrath.
Benton evolves several themes from the lives
of these characters. In political and economic
terms, Benton shows us the ways in which men
adhere to certain principles of behavior in the face
of what surely must be their more human
instincts. The banker who threatens Edna with
foreclosure is a deacon in his church. He's not
particularly likable; he's humorless, patronizing
and self-serving. But he's not a stereotypical hypocrite. And he takes his Christian duty to be charitable with some seriousness. Yet he's able to confront Edna with the unblinking suggestion that to
honor her obligations to the bank she should
break up her family. Similarly, in social terms,
Benton depicts the historic racism of the South as
vicious but almost unconscious. Its consequences
are unspeakable, but its practitioners commit
their atrocities with little enthusiasm and less
public approbation. It's no accident, in other
words, that the Klan conducts its activities under
the cover of darkness and wrapped in the shrouds
of its hooded white sheets. In this connection
Benton evinces a depth of subtlety that is
uncommon among men working in American
cinema. He tries to repudiate the racist deed while
harboring the hope of redemption for the doer.
And so in the final analysis, "Places in the
Heart" is a profoundly religious film. It begins
with a hymn and a family saying grace and ends
with a church service. It suggests that men are
better than the institutions they create, better
even than the ideas they adhere to. God's creatures, they have fallen from the garden and now
abide in a cacophony of moral chaos, often blind
to their own ignorance. And yet, God's creatures
still, God's grace shines upon them. In a scene
echoing Faulkner, Edna's son casually refers to
Moze as a "nigger." But Frank is ignorant rather
than cruel. This fact hardly makes it easier for a
bristling Moze to accept that he lives in a world
where grown black men can be off-handedly
insulted by white children. But it does provide
the context out of which Moze can forgive Frank
even though the boy never realizes that he's
committed a transgression. Complicit with this
strategy, Benton attacks stereotypical notions at
almost every turn. Edna's lawman husband,

Royce (Ray Baker), is not at all the "redneck"
our prejudices lead us to associate with men in
his profession. And his death at the hands of a
drunken young black man is a particular tragedy,
because m the moments before Wylie
(Devoreaux White) accidentally shoots the
sheriff, it becomes clear that they know and are
fond of one another. Black and white, townsmen
and farmer, banker and debtor, they are all
God's children, and though they frequently fail
to understand their connections, they are all in
the "it" of their conj oined lives together. This is
the abiding lesson that "Places in the Heart"
offers from the time of its making nearly two
decades ago to our contemporary world so riven
with violent notions of otherness.
all, together
Co-written with Petr Jarchovsky, Hrebejk's
2000 Oscar nominee, "Divided We Fall," is a
film so chock-a-block with insight into the
human psyche and so pregnant with wise advice
about human behavior, the viewer inevitably
wants to see it twice. In what seems an almost
incidental scene about a set of minor characters,
a sneering mother holds a series of children aloft
so they can slap the face of a prisoner. The
mother and her children are Czech, and the prisoner is a German N azi who has been toppled
from power near the end of World War II. The
children do not know the man they strike and so
do not inflict much physical damage. But harm
is done, not immediately to the prisoner, but
perhaps forever to the children, for they have
just endured their first lesson in what can be the
sad self-righteousness of hatred.
"Divided We Fall" is the story of a group of
small-town Czechs, trying in their several ways
to survive the Nazi reign of terror across their
country during World War II. Childless and
somewhat emotionally defeated, Josef (Boleslav
Poivka) and Marie (Anna Siskova) Cizek hope
that the Nazi menace will burn itself out and
leave them unscathed. Before the war, Josef was
director of sales for a large, prosperous company
owned by a Jewish family. But the Jews have all
been carted away to concentration camps in
Poland, and the company has gone out of business. As the guns and bombs of combat boom
within earshot, Josef and Marie lie low, craving
anonymity, hoping that in not being noticed they

might survive. Josef's former employee Horst
Prohazka (Jaroslav Dusek) takes an entirely different tack. A native Czech, but an ethnic
German, Horst becomes a flamboyant Nazi collaborator, much to the dismay of the Cizeks who
have long tolerated Horst out of pity far more
than they ever actually liked him. Some of the
Cizeks neighbors, such as Frantisek Simacek (Jeri
Pecha), behave like chameleons, denouncing
Jews to curry favor with the Nazis but later
outing Nazi sympathizers to ingratiate themselves with the victorious Russians.
While the N azis still rule, life becomes
breathtakingly dangerous one night when Josef
encounters David Wiener (Csongor Kassai), the
son of Josef's former boss. David has borne witness to his family's murder at Auschwitz, to the
unspeakable horror of watching his sister
taunted with the offer to save herself if only
she'd club her parents to death for the amusement of sociopathic guards. Now, miraculously,
David has managed to escape from the concentration camp. Without sanctuary in a hostile
world, he has returned home, hoping to find
refuge among the people with whom he grew
up . But he's betrayed immediately and barely
escapes anew when Frantisek alerts Nazi soldiers
to his presence in town. Josef does not do likewise. He remembers David with fondness and
remains grateful to David's father for his friendship and long-time employment. Josef might
wish that this duty not fall to him, but he does
not shirk it. He takes David home and secures a
place for him in the attic of his tiny house.
"Divided We Fall" bills itself as a dark
comedy, and the picture stages certain scenes for
ironic humor. Josef and Marie have managed to
buy a whole smoked pig on the black market. But
there isn't room in their hideaway attic for the
contraband pig and David both. So they have to
cook and the eat the pork in a gluttonous orgy.
Unfortunately, the smell of roasting meat calls
them to the attention of the authorities, the last
thing they desired. Horst helps them out of this
spot, as he does others, and helps himself to
ample portions of their roast pork in the process.
Subsequently, in an almost farcical sequence,
David hides under the covers in Marie's bed when
Horst and a Nazi official show up uninvited one
afternoon. Joseph Heller's great "Catch-22" has
proven that riotous laughter can even be

extracted from the idiocy of war, and though
mass murder and comedy are an uncomfortable
mix, Mel Brooks has proved with the "Springtime
for Hitler" nonsense in "The Producers" that we
can even laugh at the Holocaust. Thank God.
Like "Places in the Heart," "Divided We
Fall" is unusually adept at developing its characters in depth. Josef is a hero, but he's neither a
natural nor uncomplicated one. He's mostly kind
to David's face, but he grumbles behind David's
back, resents fate for making him feel obliged to
risk his own life to save David's. Late in the film
Josef selfishly demands that David not make
another attempt to escape from town because
Josef needs to produce David at some point to
save face with his neighbors. In the hands of other
and lesser filmmakers, Horst would have been a
monster. Yes, he's a Nazi, and yes, at a pivotal
moment he allows his longtime infatuation with
Marie to metastasize into attempted rape. All the
same, Hrebejk andJarchovsky make Horst a profoundly human figure. As a boy Horst was the
target of Czech prejudice against Germans and
derided with the nickname "Wurst (Sausage)."
But Horst's decision to join the Nazi Party is
forthrightly made for personal advantage, not
out of any allegiance to racist Nazi ideology or
even remote affinity for the notion of Deutschland uber alles. On the contrary, Horst retains a
sense of loyalty to his Czech homeland and never
sinks to hating all Czechs because some were
cruel to him. He remembers with true gratitude
the kindness Josef showed in hiring him when
others would not. And to repay that debt, in his
busybody, ever obnoxious way, Horst is always
doing Josef favors. He brings food for the Cizeks,
gives Josef tips on how to keep from drawing SS
attention to himself and even gets Josef a job.
And at a critical juncture and at considerable personal risk he instinctively chooses friendship over
politics, protecting Josef and Marie when failing
to do so would cost them their lives.
Even the minor characters in "Divided We
Fall" are afforded development in depth. The
vicious Nazi official who sneers that one German
is worth 20 Slavs and 100 Jews, subsequently,
and genuinely, apologizes to the Cizeks. By that
time, he is a broken man, devastated with sorrow
for the battlefield deaths of his sons, his youngest
child, 15 at the most, shot by his own comrades
when he tried to desert under fire. Meanwhile,
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Josef's neighbor Frantisek, once a man hysterically determined to save himself by denouncing
Jews, has joined the Resistance. More important,
knowing the lesson of his own perfidy, he is
willing to revise his views of others rather than
hold fast to earlier impressions based, perhaps,
on less than complete evidence.
This careful layering of character sets the
stage for the film's stunning last quarter which
delivers its themes as if from a choir of angels.
"Divided We Fall" was made and released before
the events of September 11, 2001, but the implications of its title seem a foretold response to
some of our reactions to that traumatic event. The
phrase "United we stand" is often invoked to
rouse people to action. And we heard it often on
the lips of Americans in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on our homeland. It is, then, telling
that in Hrebejk's movie only Horst says, "United
we stand," and by the picture's end even he has
switched to the more defensive and communitarian, "divided we fall." Upon signing America's
Declaration of Independence, Benjamin Franklin
is said to have joked, "We must all hang together,
or we shall most assuredly all hang separately."
That's the mindset Hrebejk is trying to communicate with his title and in the action of his film. Survival depends on embracing one another, even
those we have come to regard as enemies. We have
to set those differences aside, look away from the
past and toward some more hopeful future where
all can be included and all can prosper.
"Divided We Fall" is forthrightly about
World War II and Nazi genocide, but can a
motion picture's theme conceivably be more relevant to the violent world we inhabit in the
winter of 2002? Yugoslavia has divided and fallen
into chaos, first in Bosnia, then in Kosovo, most
recently in Macedonia. Civil war under another
name rages in Israel. A fragile peace threatens to
shatter in Northern Ireland. All too readily we
remember our own suffering and point fingers at
those who wounded us. But this film in its conscious symbolism asks that we heed Jesus' advice
that the first stone be cast by someone without
sm.
"Divided We Fall" and "Places in the Heart"
conclude in strikingly similar ways, and the endings of both films pack the emotional wallop of
a freight train. In both, the dead are risen and
miraculously reconciled. At an instructive early

moment in "Divided We Fall" Josef studies the
framed Madonna which hangs over his livingroom sofa, and as he examines the image, the
Virgin Mother's face transforms into that of his
own barren wife, who has long prayed before
this painting for a child the couple has never
managed to conceive. In short, Josef and Marie
have not been named accidentally, nor is it mere
casual circumstance that at the film's climax they
become parents of a Jewish baby. And this newborn, brought into the world amid a program of
genocide greater even than that of Herod,
arrives as a unifying force heralding the incredible power of second chances, of forgiveness.
In "Places in the Heart," after the narrative
events of this world have been played out to
their inconclusive but nonetheless somber end,
Benton cuts to a church service which at first we
presume to be taking place in Waxahachie, but
which we shortly discover could only occur in
the kingdom of God. A communion is taking
place, and as the parishioners pass the wine
amongst themselves, we find in attendance the
dead as well as the living. The white sheriff
Royce and the drunken black gunman Wylie,
who have been responsible for one another's
deaths, speak to one another: "Peace of the
Lord." The people of the town are in attendance, including those newly arrived, Moze and
Mr. Will. Only at this brilliant moment does
Benton's insight fail him. Hrebejk's concluding

vision makes room for all, but in Benton's
church service, the members of the KKK are not
afforded seats in the pew. Benton's likely point
is the Biblical observation that "many are called
but few are chosen." By their actions on earth
the klansmen have squandered their hope for
salvation. But at the same time the exclusion of
the klansmen represents a less courageous vision
than everything else in "Places in the Heart." For
if indeed God shines his grace on the just and the
unjust, if indeed there is such a thing as the
kingdom of God, then surely it could encompass
something even as unfathomable as redemption
for the KKK.
In these horrifying days in which Pakistani
madmen identifying themselves as devotees of
Islam videotape themselves decapitating American reporter Daniel Pearl, my own heart is stubbornly resistant to the peace of forgiveness. And
yet I know that forgiveness is our only hope, that
blood begets only more blood. Both "Divided We
Fall" and, somewhat less completely, "Places in
the Heart" make this point as effectively as art
can. In the end I am reminded of what my friend
Will Campbell replied when asked if he believed
in heaven. "Heaven is where Anne Frank chases
Adolf Hitler around for a thousand years," Will
replied, "until finally Hitler stops and lets her pin
a star of David on his shirt." My prayer for peace
is that in some millennium to come I might want
to take communion with Mohammed Atta. f
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The most distractingly interesting piece of
literary journalism I read in all of calendar year
2001 caught my attention in the Charlotte-Douglas airport on December 31.
Philip Gerber, who has lectured on Frost in
India, was explaining, in an issue of The Robert
Frost Review, why Frost doesn't travel. Gerber
was in Bombay at wintertime there, temperature
in the 70s, with pink oleanders and purple
bougainvillea all about. Just arrived for a USIS
tour, he was thankful at having decided not to
lecture on Frost's snow poems.
After a few days in India he decided that "The
Death of the Hired Man" did not exactly suit
either, with listeners used to concrete high-rises
and sacred cows wandering the land. Nothing
that met his eyes "bore even the remotest resemblance to [Frost's] generic farm home isolated in
the hills north of Boston ... , that house I felt to
be so central to the poem and its action."
As for the married couple in the poem,
Warren and Mary, it's the woman who dominates, in "the debate concerning the meaning of
'home.'" In India, however, Gerber had been
"growing more aware of the subordinate position occupied by the female sex in that immense
and multiplying society." Column after column
in the newspapers dealt with "the blatant buying
and selling of brides, and the lengths some bridegrooms will go to in extorting dowry money
from prospective in-laws."
It's surprises like this (Frost and India
incompatible), multiplied and aggregated, that
make academic life uniquely interesting-these
surprises denied to laypeople and even to most
public intellectuals. From within a think tank,
public intellectuals slosh about among a variety
of disciplines and issues, but they can't, as with
Gerber seeing Frost homeless in the world, feel
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their knowledge of a field (such as American literature) gradually filling in, as if a gigantic jigsaw
puzzle which will click to completion on some
golden coffeetable in Paradise.
Frost, says well-traveled Gerber, is seen in
Great Britain as merely "a minor poet of pastoral
tendencies." Visiting Russia, expecting to find
"a nation essentially in tune with the spirit of
Robert Frost," he discerned "little affinity"-for
Frost or for any other American poet. Frost in
the new millennium "stands in greater peril than
ever of dwindling into a mere poet of nostalgia."
How "extremely 'American' are most of Frost's
people, as well as the situations, the locales, and
the ideas that govern his verse," observes
Gerber. How strange, seen abroad.
How strange, to shift direction, will the
aforementioned Paradise be, according to
another American poet who probably doesn't
travel well. This is Emily Dickinson, part of
whose oeuvre, some 1770 poems, I had reason
to skim in January, preparing a spring semester
poetry course. Distractingly interesting is #984,
never before read, and after mulling it over, I
reached for the Dickinson books on my shelf.
Not one of the sixteen-two biographies, a
couple of casebooks, and some topical studiesreferred to this poem. In the library at the university in Dogwood I actually went through
indexes of some fifty books on Dickinson,
finding only two that so much as mention it.
Below is the full text, from the recent Ralph
Franklin edition, with short dashes rather than
the more familiar long dashes in the Thomas H.
Johnson edition. Remember, we're considering
life in academia as, in one crucial respect, more
gratifying than life without intellectual surprises
(laypeople) and life with too many surprises to
keep up with (public intellectuals). The question
is whether laypeople and public intellectualsespecially the latter, including full-time magazine

and periodical editors-experience life with the
right degree and kind of surprise. The right measure and kind of surprise strike me as a stay
against ignorance on the one hand and disingenuous omniscience on the other. Do only adults
situated within an identifiable intellectual discipline manage this? Having no field, no home
(like poor old dying Silas, the hired man of
Frost's poem), public intellectuals are effective as
disturbers of the peace, but can one trust them?
Dickinson seems to be writing not an Easter
poem but a poem on what Easter often brings to
mind: the resurrection of the dead. Entrance into
heaven is like going up into a loft where a dysfunctional family is holding an eternal reunion:
'Tis Anguish grander than Delight
'Tis Resurrection Pain The meeting Bands of smitten Face
We questioned to, again 'Tis Transport wild[,] as thrills the Graves[,]
When Cerements let go
And Creatures clad in Miracle
Go up by Two and Two -

Emphasis on the word pain is mine, not
hers, also the inserted commas. Bands (as in
"bands of angels coming after me") would be
groups. Transport in Dickinson's 1860s meant a
kind of high emotion, being lifted out of yourself. Cerements are graveclothes, and of course
the improbable last line, "Two and Two," evokes
entry into Noah's ark.
So: Soon after we get to heaven, with that
"spiritual body" assumed by Paul in First
Corinthians, we will see faces of people we knew
on earth. Not pleasant, since these people had
been "smitten" by us. To be smitten is to be hit,
like Isaiah's famous suffering servant (53:4);
throughout life we had not been able, even the
meekest among us, to avoid hitting peoplepractically everybody we knew. We hit them
with questions-not necessarily Dickinson's
habitual nagging, heretical, transgressive questions, but questions (often unspoken) about their
tastes, their habits, their mannerisms, their intelligence, their cluelessness. Willa Cather in her
novel The Song of the Lark twice uses the expression "natural enemies" to refer to family members and elders of the young ambitious singer
Thea Kronborg. If they only knew the questions
she was hurling at them! (And some did.)
In the Dickinson poem the word again
seems to modify the word meeting. We've
reached heaven, and we encounter once again
the people who on earth kept provoking us.
Death mercifully yanked us apart, but now we're

back together. And, good Lord, we're now
together forever-we'll keep running into them
on this small ark, this city called Paradise. Thus
though "Transport wild" is of course ecstasy of
liberation from those cerements, it's also transport of horror-anguish and pain-as liberation
draws us upward into the faces of people we will
again have to pretend to get along with. Presumably a spiritualized body brings along with it a
more tolerant mindset, but Dickinson bravely
imagines the worst.
Somehow I had I never thought of the Christian afterlife in this way, but then my field of
expertise is not post-eschatology, things coming
along after the last things.
Within the field of American literature,
these two encounters, with Frost's nonglobal
reputation and Dickinson's inglorious resurrection, constitute a specific kind of human surprise. Not just encounter with a new poem, or
further knowledge about a poet, but agreeably
frightening realization of how much more is
going on in one's own field besides just these
two casual instances. I was reading Gerber in the
Charlotte airport en route back to Dogwood
from the Modern Language Association meeting
in New Orleans, where among the sessions was
one re-examining an issue often taken for
granted: that in reading a poem we're essentially "overhearing" a voice. It's certainly the
case with "The Death of the Hired Man," but
don't we make this approach more universal
than it should be?
In academia one takes time for thinking
about one's own changes and the field's changes,
with each such casual encounter. One in fact
takes time to go to a meeting once or twice a
year, to imbibe. This is different from the headlines each morning commanding the public
intellectual what to be alert to today. And different from traveling only to talk rather than
listen. When Enron paid Weekly Standard editor
William Kristol $lOOK to come to Texas every
now and then, they claimed they wanted to hear
his views on the international scene. But even
the single discipline of foreign affairs reaches,
ideally, into economics, law, religion, and the
environment. No wonder, focusing chiefly on
economics and on politicians posturing, foreign
affairs strikes the outsider as befuddled by religion and neglectful of the environment.
Unleisurely servitude seems to define the
public intellectual. The p.i. tries to follow several threads of activity simultaneously-the
economy, political maneuverings from coast to

coast, the shifting moral/ethical geology of the
nation, and the latest productions in the arts and
media, along with the smitings (critical commentary) they engender. One day in your column
you posture on tax policy, the next day an art
exhibit offends you, and on Wednesday you're a
freelance bioethicist doing stem cells. Few public
intellectuals, it seems to me, can truly know
deeply U.S. cultural history and Middle Eastern
affairs and macroeconomics and medical ethics.
They'd need to read the specialized publications
in each field, year in and year out, after having
first earned four doctorates.
It seems, therefore, that there are two kinds
of intellectual surprises. First, the authentic ones
within your own field, which you'd encounter
in sufficient quantity only if you did nothing
more every day than read the specialized trade
publications. I latched onto the Robert Frost
Review only because they were giving away
copies. The second surprise, unauthorized, is the
one encountered by people outside a field, and
when they do, the danger is that they'll make
too-quick or too-skewed a fuss about it. A p.i. in
an article or column probably daily or weekly is
twisting something out of shape.
When a few years ago I happened upon the
little Confederate shop in the Shenandoah Valley
(a corner of the big Farmers Market near Harrisonburg), I was delighted to find-and indeed
bought, for $12.98-a facsimile reprint of one of
the landmark music books of the USA: The Slave
Songs of the United States, published in 1867.
Here it was, among the regimental histories,
bumper stickers, and other Rebeliana.
I took it home and tried out some of the
songs on recorder, liking best one for Easter,
"Happy Morning," which isn't in any of the
hymnals in my growing random collection. Then
I thought to check the online catalog of the university in Dogwood. Sure enough, several
copies: the first edition and reprints earlier than
the 1998 one in hand. People in the field of
American music would have known this. The
surprise I had in finding the book was quite
agreeable, but properly it's more Dickinsonian
anguish than delight. It represents vast lacunae
in my mind-territories in the aggregation of
fields called American Studies (which, hubristically, I sometimes do say I profess).
This consumerist surprise is not as satisfying
as the professional's surprise, and a public intellectual is in a sense the most ultra of consumers.
Every morning's front-page news is like a new
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product at the supermarket. It seems to demand
instant evaluation. One may know one's supermarket fairly well, but what this new thing actually is, and represents, only food chemists, marketers, and packagers know for sure. Or, as in
one giant Texas corporation, nobody knows,
and even they ain't telling.
There is at least one irony in all the foregoing. The disciples on the road to Emmaus on
the day of Resurrection were presumably by
then experts in the field of Jesusology, though
not certified in the future field called Christology. Yet they were blind to the leading figure
in their field. In my own field, American literature, are notorious instances-Herman Melville
not adequately recognized and acclaimed till the
1920s, though Moby-Dick appeared in 1851.
Until Malcolm Cowley in his famous introduction to The Portable Faulkner in 1946 pointed to
Faulkner as manufacturing and mythologizing a
whole county, Yoknapatawpha, he was overlooked as a sometimes-lurid regionalist.
And there is surely at least one paradox. A
Ph.D. in cultural anthropology might well pick up
Frost's blank-verse narratives and Dickinson's
quatrains, and detail by detail explain what precisely will be globally unintelligible. I and my
fellow Americanists don't necessarily know what's
going to play elsewhere. It keeps amazing me that
over the years one of the most popular American
novelists in Russia remains Jack London.
The moral of all this, however, remains only
dimmed, not crushed: Trust not the p.i. Trust
not, of course, your local congressman either,
who hasn't time to read half of the p.i. production in this country (a fortunate circumstance,
one we hardly appreciate). Trust not Supreme
Court justices, who read only what their clerks
write, those tireless youngsters addicted to
careerism and precedents. Trust not the local
beauty-shop proprietor or barber, despite their
giant ears trained on everyone.
Turn to your local college instead, and find
out who's teaching what this semester. Invite
him over, offering a stimulating drink, with one
string attached, that she talk only about what she
knows. After the end of the evening you yourself will not only know something, but your ears
will be full of surprises. And you will have been
reminded to stay open to surprises, and to resist
naive credulity.
From Dogwood, faithfully yours,

c.v.

down with diversity

Robert Benne
When a word or phrase achieves the status
of an unexamined mantra or buzzword in American society, it is time to focus some critical
scrutiny on it. The nation celebrates and promotes its diversity. All colleges and universities,
it seems, are in headlong pursuit of "diversity."
All one has to do is chant the word and many
sorts of policy proposals spring to action. What
school doesn't have an office of multiculturalism
or a policy of diversity for its students and faculty? Those of us in the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America have already been conditioned to this national mantra of diversity by the
church's commitment since its founding in 1988
to "inclusivity."
That commitment is the only discernible
new thrust in the new church. It has meant the
goal of achieving 1091l minority membership in a
church that-after fourteen years of effortincludes at best 2%. (It is interesting that only
some ethnic or racial groups are included in the
tally. Blacks and Hispanics are but Slovaks are
not, even though many use a language other than
English.) However, instead of robust evangelizing among those minority groups, inclusivity
has been more and more reduced to an obsession with symbolic representation. Members of
prescribed groups are enlisted, if not hounded,
to act as representatives of their "group" in
sundry offices and positions, with the full expectation that they will think like their group is supposed to think. The church's polity is permeated
with an interest group liberalism that blocks
bold missional decisions.
Now why would anyone protest this move
toward diversity in a society that is more and
more pluralistic? Shouldn't our institutions "look
like America?" After all, when it came time for me

to go off to graduate school, I went to Chicago at
least partly to experience the incredible array of
ethnic groups in that great city. I had grown up in
a section of Nebraska where everyone pretty
much looked alike. We were all people of
northern European heritage who had been assimilated into Midwestern American culture. Later I
found out that the founding figures of the University of Chicago sociology department were from
backgrounds similar to my own. They, too, were
fascinated by the city's diversity and were drawn
to study it. Weren't they and I seeking "diversity?"
Of course we were, but that pursuit seems
so innocent compared to the purposes that now
define many of the efforts at diversity. Some of
those purposes are simply confused and
thoughtless while some of them are more sinister. Let's start with the first category-confused and thoughtless.
First, it seems obvious that any institution,
but particularly colleges, universities, and above
all, churches, desire diversity in some areas but
shared meanings, if not complete unity, in other
areas. Racial, ethnic, religious, and gender diversity-the currently prescribed categories-is a
worthy goal. But why not add several other categories-political orientation and social class?
The latter categories seem to be off limits in the
pursuit of diversity, even though the hegemony
of upper middle class political liberalism is often
a stifling blanket over lively discussion in many
educational and religious institutions. It would
be a wholesome thing if faculties and church
bureaucracies would overcome their monotonous liberalism by inviting articulate political
conservatives into their midst. Blue-collar cultural conservatives would add immensely to
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many of our faculties and student bodies. But
social class, particularly if it is white, and political persuasion are not "in" as diversity categories. Perhaps they should be, if indeed we
want to get into diversity schemes at all.
While we might pursue diversity in these
areas, however, it would be more reasonable in
other areas to pursue unity. For example, why
wouldn't a church-related liberal arts college aim
at unity when it comes to faculty commitment to
a liberal arts education in which religious perspectives are given a serious voice in the scholarly conversation? Do we in liberal arts colleges
really want faculty committed to a research university model in which engagement with students is considered at best a burden? Do we want
faculty committed to utilitarian vocational education for the sake of diversity? Do we want militant secularists teaching on our faculties who
believe religious perspectives are illegitimate
expressions in the academic world? Do we want
faculty who believe that service to our fellow
human beings is a sentimental diversion? Do we
want faculty diversity on these fundamental
issues? I think not. Likewise, I think we want to
recruit students who wish to pursue a liberal arts
education in which religious convictions are
honored and in which service is prized. Though
we obviously get diversity of opinion on these
issues from students, we certainly do not seek it.
The ELCA, in its headlong pursuit of diversity, has also been confused about where it really
wants diversity and where it wants shared convictions. Diversity has been applied to theological matters as well as racial and ethnic matters.
Indeed, suspicion toward the inherited Lutheran
tradition on the part of some multiculturalists and
feminists has meant a profusion of perspectival
theologies that simply bewilder those folks in the
church who believe we ought to be operating
from a common Lutheran theology. The low
point of this emphasis on theological diversity
occurred when an ex-Catholic pastor demanded
on the floor of a churchwide assembly that his
Caribbean Catholic perspective be given equal
weight to the Lutheran in the discussion of an
important theological issue. After all, he argued,
weren't we interested in diversity? Were we to
take such sentiments seriously we soon would not
have a church worthy of the name.
Another bad effect of diversity-mongering
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is its tendency to neglect priorities. It is not
unusual for less-than-competent people to be
appointed to positions simply for diversity's
sake. Quality then suffers and the appointees
suffer under the suspicion of being a "diversity"
hire. Our Lutheran college is rapidly running out
of Lutheran representation on its faculty but few
are concerned about that, even though great
enthusiasm has been generated for increased
diversity. On another front colleges neglect the
crucial need for a lively intellectual conversation
across disciplinary boundaries. Addressing this
need would mean the recruitment of that rare
breed-intellectuals-no matter what color or
race or ethnic background they are.
The above confusions are the result of careless thinking about the whole concept of diversity. But some diversity schemes are certainly not
careless or unthinking. They are fueled by ideological commitments that intentionally subvert
the shared meanings necessary for a coherent
identity and mission. Colleges, universities,
churches, and even our nation are struggling
with the effects of these destructive ideologies.
Let's begin with the nation. The ethnic
groups that fascinated me in the Chicago of the
early 1960s did not doubt that they were assimilating into American culture. They knew that in
due time their grandchildren would observe
their ethnic inheritance as more or less a hobby.
In the meantime, however, they celebrated and
expressed their roots. Above all, they admired
the American constitutional order and were
fiercely committed to it. They shared deeply in
the American experiment.
Not so now, however, with certain multicultural ideologies that aim at keeping the diversity
of cultures permanently that way. They encourage
their people to shun American society and live in
enclaves hostile to the larger culture. Moreover,
they are deeply skeptical of the American political order and abide by it only for temporary
advantage. They are intentionally unassimilated
and prone to paranoid resistance. A small number
of persons from such anti-communities have participated in terrorist acts. While most new immigrants are casting their lot with America, a disturbing minority are guided by an ideological
multiculturalism that will spell trouble ahead.
September 11 was a wake-up call to the
nation to examine more critically the claims of

multiculturalists that all cultures-and the polit- universities. Besides these procedural agreeical ideas they carry-are equal. Some sorts of ments, they are held together for the most part
"difference" we don't want in this culture. Some by the circuses of big time athletics and the bread
sorts of political ideas and actions have to be of government research grants. Sadly enough,
judged by the normative criteria of the American however, the same corrosive trends are at work
political tradition. By this I do not mean that we in church-related schools. Those who have
should outlaw or suppress non-violent dissident retained a coherent identity and mission should
groups. Rather, we should assess their claims be wary of both the thoughtless and intentionmore critically and dismiss them as wrong when ally subversive approaches to diversity I have
written about above. Those who haven't
warranted. True tolerance has its limits.
The emphasis on diversity in colleges, uni- retained that coherence will fall into even more
versities, and churches has had ambiguous chaotic pluralism as they carelessly pursue diverresults. That emphasis has actively invited sity. Even large Lilly grants for the "exploration
minorities to participate in many institutions of vocation" will not enable them to gain a subwhere they were not present in significant num- stantive identity and mission.
bers in an earlier time. That is all to the good.
Unsurprisingly, the churches' efforts at
But some of that emphasis is fueled by a harmful diversity also include these centrifugal tendenmulticulturalism that undercuts the normative cies. In their commitment to diversity, the maintraditions that give those institutions a coherent stream Protestant churches have cultivated an
identity and mission. The strands of multicultur- "epistemological tribalism" that has further
alism shaped by a pervasive hermeneutic of sus- weakened an already anemic effort to pass on
picion attack any normative framework as central religious and moral meanings and prac"hegemonic." They wish to "deconstruct" it to tices. Catholics and evangelical Protestants are
head off its oppressive tendencies. Even schools faring better because they think more carefully
of robust Christian identity are not immune to about where they cultivate diversity and where
this deconstruction. Indeed, Christian norma- they affirm shared meanings.
tive frameworks are under suspicion in many
Where does this leave us then? Am I a
colleges and universities even if the Christians grouchy defender of vanilla homogeneity? I
have no chance to dominate. Just the fact that don't think so. I admire the Roman Catholic
their outlook makes comprehensive truth claims Church because it is catholic; it embraces all sorts
is enough to send some proponents of diversity and conditions of humankind throughout all
into nervous vapors. Those proponents want .earthly time and space. I, too, would like to see
Christian perspectives to be less equal than our nation and our institutions welcome all sorts
others, if not completely absent.
and conditions of people. But I am not overly
The hyper-individualism of faculty and stu- embarrassed if some of those institutions are predents makes it difficult enough for institutions of dominantly white (as is the ELCA), or black (as is
higher learning to pass on traditions, whether the NBA), or Jewish (as is Hollywood), or
they are intellectual, moral, or religious. Add to Catholic (as is Notre Dame), or men (as are airthat the "epistemological tribalism" generated by line pilots), or women (as are teachers)-if they
militant multiculturalists and those institutions do not engage in discrimination. However, I
fall into even more chaos. Then the educational oppose the efforts at diversity that thoughtlessly
public square is evacuated of substantive notions forget about the need for fundamental agreeof purpose and ends. Schools are held together ment on basic values, that put diversity ahead of
by a minimal set of procedural agreements that the central needs of the organization, and that
keep things going even if they know not where.
intentionally undermine the normative tradiSuch is the state of most public colleges and tions of our nation and our institutions.
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building a mystery
Thomas C. Willadsen
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It isn't often that I change my mind, but I'm
approaching Lent and Easter very differently
this year. In years past my approach has been to
conceal the resurrection throughout the six and
a half weeks of Lent. I take references to "the
Risen Christ" out of prayers and sermons; sometimes I refuse to use hymns with alleluia in them.
I try to build suspense in my congregation's worship so that when Easter dawns with the fragrance of lilies and the sound of a brass quintet
and alleluia, the Good News really comes across
as surprising.
This year instead of building suspense I'm
trying to lead my congregation into encountering the great mystery that is Easter. Presbyterians are not big consumers of mystery; we call
marriage a "holy mystery" and when we celebrate communion we say, "Great is the mystery
of faith: Christ has died, Christ is risen, Christ
will come again." In all other contexts we farm
mystery out to a task force or committee, the
mold on the west wall of the basement being the
most recent local example.
So this year I'm not concealing the Resurrection and since it's a mystery I know I can only
describe its reality in part and we'll see whether
our celebration of it is somehow different or
better than it has been other years. On a personal
level I'm a big believer in mystery. I have a six
year old who asks questions for which there are
no answers. Lately these questions have involved
why certain types of jellyfish are so very poisonous. "That's just how God made them, Peter;
it's a mystery," I intone wisely. For some reason
this answer suffices, for now.
While doing worship preparation for Lent I
have also been working on a college reunion. My
role has been contacting classmates and faculty
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from our Residential College and compiling a
greatest hits CD from my freshman year. I started
college in 1982 when the dominant musical style
was young British men of ambiguous sexual orientation, playing synthesizers and sporting irritating haircuts. This genre was called variously
"New Wave," "techno pop" . and "haircut
bands." For some reason these bands were the
first to make a big impact over MTV. The music
was a little repetitive at times, but you could
dance to it. And we did.
And we argued about the lyrics. On one
occasion I called a Chicago radio station to find
out whether Van Halen was backed up against
the "record" or "wreckin"' machine in their hit
"Jump." It was "record" and I was right. We also
argued about whether in "Modern Love" organized religion made David Bowie "party" or
"vomit." I don't remember which side I was on,
but the liner notes said "party."
In listening to those chestnuts again I find I
have a new tool to settle lyrics arguments: the
Internet. I visit google.com, enter a few lyrics
and-shazam-1 know for certain what the
haircut boys were saying all those years ago!
Technology is great. Except when the "correct"
lyrics are not nearly as good, deep, insightful or
meaningful as one's imagined lyrics. I could fill
the rest of this magazine with examples, I will
limit myself to three.
In the song "True Faith" by New Order my
lyrics are: "When I was a very small boy/ A very
small voice talked to me/ Now that we've grown
up together... "This is a majorly cool song, my
way. A little boy hearing a voice ... growing up
with the voice ... then singing the chorus, which
I had correct: "I used to think that the day would
never come/ I'd see delight in the shade of the

morning sun/ My morning sun is the drug that
brings me near/ To a child I lost, replaced by fear
I just learned the "real" lyrics are: "When I
was a very small boy/ Very small boys talked to
me/ Now that we've grown up together... "Of
course small boys talk to small boys, what's
interesting about that? Why write a song about
little boys talking? Take me back to the small
voice, perhaps the "still, small voice," please!
Later New Order sings, or so I thought:
"Fighting destiny costs you nothing." Wrong!
There's no fighting destiny! It's destiny don't
you see? If you're fighting it you're mad, like the
little boy who heard the voice. "Ooh, I get it
now," or so I used to think.
The real lyrics at this point are: "Fighting
destiny comes to nothing." Duh This is a rock
'n' roll tautology on the order of Petra's famous
line, "The Graverobber comes like a thief in the
night." Correct lyrics have taken this very compelling song about a mad man looking back on
his boyhood battle with mental illness and
turned it into something dull and obvious,
though still danceable.
Another song that has been destroyed for
me is "Second Choice" by Any Trouble, a little
ska-band from the early '80s that since has faded
into obscurity. My lyrics go: ''A simple life is all I
need/ To start the fantasy you wanted me to
believe... " Here's a singer who's ready to live in
the fantasy of the woman he's infatuated with. Is
he a doormat? Co-dependent? Probably, but I
felt that way about a lot of women when I was
twenty. The correct lyrics-''A simple life is all I
need/ Two shots of fantasy and one of make
believe"-simply don't have the same punch. Is
the singer asking for two shots of fantasy? What
kind of groveling doormat is he? Apparently not
the kind I was twenty years ago!
My final example is "Word Up" by Cameo,
which in my opinion, is the finest funk song of all
time. In order to share my opinion, however, do
not visit "lyricsdot.ru" because there you will see
a vacuous collection of words about "sucker Dj's
who think they're fly." The words printed out on
a computer screen simply do not have the passion
of hearing Cameo (surround sound bass helps
too) implore their minions "when you hear the

call you've got to get it underway... " Reading the
lyrics makes me wonder what is "it"'s antecedent?
What exactly, should funk meisters from Peoria,
like myself, get underway when we hear the call?
I just don't know and thus feel empty.
In the first two cases I prefer my lyrics; in the
third case I much prefer my ignorance. Knowing
the real lyrics has stripped these happy musical
memories of something profound, which I suppose the Germans have a word for, perhaps das
Liedtextbevorzugangunrichtigkeitgefuhl.
This feeling strikes me as a good way to
approach Lent. My sadness at "losing" my
errors, my stubborn unwillingness to give up
something I have learned to be wrong, is really
an echo of Paul's lament that he does not do the
good he wants, but the evil he does not want.
(Romans 7:19) Repentance is not as simple as
making a U-turn, as the sign on the Pentecostal
church down the street claims. Making that Uturn is extraordinarily difficult and to continue
making it every time we stray from the path God
calls us to walk is even more difficult.
What I am saddest about, however, is
knowing that I will return to the Net to find
lyrics that have puzzled me all my life. I know I
will lose my unique interpretive ear and I will
short circuit my confusion and misunderstanding with facts. My consolation is that songs
are much more than their lyrics. The memories I
carry with me, hard-wired into my brain, of the
rockabilly revival of the early '80s, for example,
(I swear I saw Slim Jim Phantom jump over his
drum kit at a Stray Cats concert at the Aragon
Ballroom in Chicago, November 1982) can
never be reduced to words on a computer
screen. Music has mysterious power that is much
greater than what singers, or sucka DJ's, can ever
convey with words.
And I'll never, ever be able to communicate
in a sermon or worship service the mystery of
Christ's resurrection. I will always fall short,
words will always fall short of capturing how
this reality shapes Christians and gives us hope.
This year, at least, I will try to convey the mystery, the "Otherness," of Easter and hope that
my parishioners are hard-wired to accept and be
changed by mystery.
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booklines

(Random House, 2001) and guess how
I bought it: through the Poetry Book of
On Fridays I meet for an hour with the Month Club! No kidding, there is a
my student Ben and we look at poems. Poetry Book of the Month Club that
Usually we look at poems Ben has works just like the regular Book of the
written, and at a poem or two Ben has Month Club. If you don't pay close
selected for us to talk about from some attention to your mail-if you don' t
book of poems I've lent him or sug- send back the card that says "Don't
gested he check out of the library. Now send me this month's selection," -this
and again, I will send Ben to the peri- month's selection arrives, unbidden, in
odical room in Moellering Library to a box with a bill. I support my local
search for a poem he particularly likes independent book store, I don't want
in some literary magazine. I think of Barnes and Noble to become the Walthis activity, this excursion or fieldtrip, mart of bookstores, I love being in the
as being about finding poems in the bookstore, but I have to tell you I love
wild. By contrast, I think of literature the Poetry Book of the Month Club
textbooks, those anthologies in which (and if I have just contradicted myself
many if not most students meet poems, on the beauty of poems in the wild, so
as being like zoos for poems and stories, be it. There are domestic pleasures I
though not petting zoos. I like the idea love as well). That the Poetry Book of
of a petting zoo for poems and stories. the Month Club continues to exist from
B~t I like better the idea of students one month to another would suggest
meeting poems in their natural habitat there are many readers like me out
-in magazines like this one, for there reading poems. Although Presiexample. I want students meeting dent Bush didn't say it in his State of the
poems before they've been explained, Union address, I would say it in mine, I
before their nutritional value has been think it is a not bad thing that Ameridetermined, before they have had cans seem to be reading more, and getassigned to them reputations, political ting together more to talk about what
affiliations, careers and families; I want they read. Chicago, the city of Chicago,
students to know poems don't first is reading its second book, Night, by
come into the world with comprehen- Elie Weisel. The city of Valparaiso is
sion and discussion questions attached. reading Harper Lee's To Kill a MockBen has brought me some lovely poems ingbird, which was the first book
(besides his own, of course) and some- Chicago as a city read. Many cities
times they are by a poet whose name I . besides Valparaiso are following
know, but just as often, not. It is as if I Chicago's lead. I think this is really
send Ben off fishing and he brings me a good news, and I think it may be
stringer with a couple of keepers, still somehow connected to the recent
rebirth and rejuvenation of that great
wet and wriggling.
A poet I expect Ben has met in the democratic institution, the book club,
wild, or will meet soon if he keeps his which we can trace all the way back to
nose in literary magazines, is Billy Benjamin Franklin and Philadelphia
Collins. I first ran across Billy Collins before the revolution, and then fast forsome time ago in Poetry magazine. ward to Oprah Winfrey in Chicago.
I wonder, though, if there are book
Before I had ever read his work a
friend, Mark Conway, whose work clubs out there reading volumes of
appears in this issue, had urged me to poetry. And what should they be
look for him. Now everywhere I look I reading? What book of poems should
see Billy Collins. I have been reading the City of Chicago read together? If
Billy Collins' Sailing Alone Around the Chicagoans want a Chicago poet, of
Room: New and Selected Poems, course there is Carl Sandburg or Gwen44145 The Cresset Easterj2002

dolyn Brooks-very good poets, very
readable and very Chicago. If we were
to consider a contemporary poet not
from, but in, Chicago, Mark Strand is
alive and well, teaching at the University of Chicago, and still writing great
poems. Strand won the Pulitzer Prize
for his most recent collection of poems,
Blizzard of One (Knopf, 1998) which as
a collection seems very interested in
and interesting about the question of
time, a timely question, to be sure. The
last time I was invited to write about
poets and poetry in The Cresset we were
all abuzz about the new millennium,
and what the consciousness of that shift
in time frame would be like and sound
like. Read Blizzard of One and you will
find yourself in as interesting a set of
meditations on the end of the twentieth
century as you will find anywhere.
Strand is both readable and wise, and
you don't need to know all of the
Western tradition to be affected by "the
weather of leave taking" one travels
through there. I don't know if my student, Ben, would warm to it, but that's
not to say anything is wrong with Ben.
In fact, I was not too much older than
Ben, and probably less well-read, when
I first met Strand on the page, in his
second book, Reasons for Moving,
which I read often and hard and from
which I took encouragement and permission when I began writing back in
the early seventies. And Ben has been
reading with enjoyment and understanding the work of Charles Simic,
who I often think of as having a certain
kinship with Strand. Simic's Night
Picnic, winner of the Pulitzer Prize in
2001, is a terrific book, by the way,
zany, irreverent, and wise. I wish there
were more time and space to talk about
Simic. But back to Strand's Blizzard of
One; I don't think it is a young man's
book. It makes me think of Eliot's
"Four Quartets," which I may never be
old enough or wise enough to read with
proper appreciation. Certainly the naturalness of Strand's verse, and the easyas-pie flow of it, is worth immersing

oneself in, though there is nothing easy
or natural about what he achieves.
Besides, I am sure Ben knows that
poems can give great pleasure to a
reader and remain mysterious. One can
come back later and later to appreciate
better what they are about.
But for Chicago, for Ben, and for
the rest of us, now in the new millennium and in the wake of 9/11, what do
you say we read Billy Collins? A couple
of days after the terrorist attacks on the
Pentagon and the World Trade Center,
I happened to be sitting in a parking lot
at a high school in northwest Indiana,
surrounded by cornfields, where I was
early for an appointment to observe a
student teacher, when on the radio I
heard someone interviewing Billy
Collins, the Poet Laureate for 20012002. I remember the question to be
something about how poetry serves us
in emergencies such as the one we were
dealing with, which we will continue to
deal with, for how long no one knows.
I seem to remember that Collins was
very matter of fact about the inability
of poetry to keep up with events. I don't
recall his saying better poems or better
readers of poems might have averted
the disaster. In fact, I don't remember
much of what was said. I do remember
thinking how strange it was for Collins
to be Poet Laureate in wartime, in
terror time. Collins, after all, is remarkable for his weird, wonderful, quirky
poems about extremely ordinary
things. He's readable, accessible. If his
poems were made into movies they
would be acceptable for general audiences, and sometimes, often, he is very
funny. I was recently visiting a friend
who teaches in a special magnet school
for the arts in Greenville, South Carolina; When we were touring the
school I recall seeing on one of the bulletin boards in the hallway a typed version of Collins' poem "Victoria's
Secret," which begins this way:
The one in the upper left-hand corner
is giving me a look
that says I know you are here
and I have nothing better to do
for the remainder of human time
than return your persistent but engaging stare.
She is wearing a deeply scalloped
flame-stitch halter top
with padded push-up styling
and easy side-zip tap pants.

The one on the facing page, however,
who looks at me over her bare shoulder
cannot hide the shadow of annoyance in her brow.
You have interrupted me,
she seems to be saying,
with your coughing and your loud music.
Now please leave me alone;
let me finish whatever it was I was doing
in my organza-trimmed
whisperweight camisole with
keyhold closure and point d'esprit mesh back.
My friend says Collins is cool. The
students love him. She suggests it's hard
to get them to want to read anyone else,
which of course presents a problem. Let
me say right here and now that I enjoy
Collins' poems but don't find in them
everything the world needs and sometimes they are too clever by half. But I
find it very interesting reading Collins
in the wake of 9/11, because his meat
and potatoes is the normal, the average,
and the ordinary, and 9/11 has reinvented our sense of those things in
strange ways and surprising. Think
about what a sacrament of patriotism it
became to go to a professional baseball
game; think of our national leaders
urging us to do our patriotic duty and
go shopping, or go on vacation. I love
those poems by Billy Collins that celebrate ordinary comforts and ordinary
pleasures which we tend to take for
granted unless art or events place them
in a different perspective. "Days" and
then the next poem, "Tuesday, June 4,
1991," both from The Art of Drowning
(1995) are for me more than worth the
price of admission, and if there are
poems in the collection that are slight
or go too eagerly towards gags that's all
right with me. Here's how "Days"
makes the ordinary both beautiful and
precarious, building to a final effect I
find quite eerie with the events of 9/11
in the background:
Through the calm eye of the window
everything is in its place
but so precariously
this day might be resting somehow
on the one before it,
all the days of the past stacked high
like the impossible tower of dishes
entertainers used to build on stage.
No wonder you find yourself
perched on the top of a tall ladder
hoping to add one more.
just another Wednesday,
you whisper,
then holding your breath
place this cup on yesterday's saucer
without the slightest clink.

Collins often writes about writing,
sometimes about teaching writing, and
some of those poems are quite forgettable. But "Tuesday, June 4, 1991" is a
lovely anthem to the poet as "secretary
to the morning," as "unpaid amanuenis whose hands /are two birds fluttering on the lettered keys, /whose eyes
see sunlight splashing through the
leaves, /and the bright pink asterisks of
honeysuckle ... "
Time and space (and probably copyright law) prevent me from giving you
the whole lovely poem here, but I think
we would all do well to read it: you, me,
Ben, the cities of Chicago and Valparaiso, and certainly the city where
Collins grew up, New York, where life
may not be normal again for a long time.

John Ruff
Davis McCombs. Ultima Thule. Yale
University Press, 2000.
The dominating figure in Davis
McCombs' first book of poems, Ultima
Thule, is Southern Kentucky's Mammoth Cave. At 350 miles long and up to
380 feet deep, the cave is the longest in
the world, four times as large as its
closest competitor, and still largely
unexplored. During the War of 1812, it
provided a ready source of nitrate for
gunpowder, and its underground rivers,
stalagmites and stalactites, gypsum-decorated chambers, white spiders and
eyeless fish have since made it one of
the most popular National Parks in the
U.S. It has, at various points in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, been
host to weddings, Shakespeare performances, and a tuberculosis hospital.
One of my more persistent childhood
memories is that of my family floating
in a rowboat on one of the cave's
underground lakes, listening to the
echoes of our tour guide's tenor as he
switched off his flashlight and sang
''Amazing Grace" in complete darkness.
McCombs has been a park ranger in
"Cave Country," and for him-as both
author and character in Ultima Thulethe cave is both historical and history.
The first third of the book is a series of
first-person monologues from the point
of view of a slave named Stephen
Bishop who served as a celebrated tour
guide from 1838 until1857 and whose

"daring explorations .. .led to the discovery of miles of cave passageways
[and] drew visitors from all over the
world." In McCombs' hands, Bishop is
a complicated, thinking man who finds
shelter in the cave's silence and a
freedom in exploring its passageways.
He takes pride in his discoveries-in
crossing the bottomless pit, in being
able to "disentangle I the winding passageways"-but he's also cautioned that
his knowledge is limited; one wrong
step on "a loose and shingly precipice"
and he, like the piece of burning paper
he tosses off, might one day go
"twisting and sputtering into the
abyss." And, eventually, one sees that
Bishop views the world through the
lens of the cave and that he articulates
his ideas using it as his shaping
metaphor. While he privately critiques
his owner, Dr. John Croghan, for selling
the mummy of an Indian woman discovered in the cave, the reader understands that Bishop is also speaking to
Croghan's practice of buying and
selling living human beings as well:
. . .I will never forgive him
for selling her remains to a Mr. Nahum Ward,
purveyor of traveling curiosities,
oddments, a renowned Wonder Cabinet.
As I predicted, she never returned-lost,
they say, in a burning Museum,
a tiny spirit freed in ash and smoke .. .
safe at last from looters, learned men.

This is the history that McCombsexplorer, thinker, poet and Americanhas inherited and which forms the last
two thirds of the book. An apt pupil, he
receives warning of "the hills' I
inhuman ribcage" from Floyd Collins,
a cave explorer trapped underground
in the 1920s, and from the Kentucky
earth "where sinkholes open like stigmata in the grass" and "where Jesus
bugs made miracles I the only way they
could- I as if there were no underworld, I as if the pond would last." The
cave and its natural beauty and violence
are a contained and living system inside
of which McCombs feels like an
"intruder" one moment and "lost and
tiny" the next-responses that inform
how he (often breathtakingly) responds
to the land above ground as well. In the
book's penultimate poem, he visits
Bishop's grave, "vigilant for his shadow
in my own, I his voice as it differed from
the wind." Despite their differences,
they are two men impressed and hum-
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bled by the cave, aware of others'
attempts-"a history of side-show men
I who blurred into the archaeologists
I've met"-to exploit it, break it into
pieces, sell its air as curative, and to sell
its mummies as curiosities. "Do they
ever stop," McCombs asks in the
book's final poem:
stare out
into the dark, and ask what brought us here,
all of us, what artifact will tell the future
of a longing wild and articulate,
of a dark place loved and gotten in the blood?
Nice writing.
Given McCombs' awareness of history-and given that he prods us in the
book's final lines to ask questions about
it-Ultima Thule offers a chance to
examine how a thirty-year-old white
man in the year 2000 imagines Bishop,
a black slave who died just before the
start of the Civil War. There can be no
doubt that McCombs is seeking to identify and dignify Bishop as an ancestor
and to establish a solidarity between
them as two men who know Cave
Country for what it is. Indeed, W.S .
Merwin (who selected the book as the
winner of 2000's Yale Series of Younger
Poets competition, historically the most
prestigious first book award in the U.S.)
writes in his introduction that "Bishop's
vocabulary, in the poems, has become
that of an articulate, highly literate successor." Bishop is perceptive and eloquent (if a bit melancholic). He judges
the people whom he leads into the cave
on tours as "Children of a clanging,
squeaking world" and himself as the
"torch bearer," and in the poems we are
privy to the private rebuttals he makes
against Dr. Croghan's quackish cures
and amateur theology.
Provided such access to Bishop's
thoughts, however, one wonders how
such a highly articulate and perceptive
slave can be relatively silent on the subject of his own slavery. Bishop tells us
that "My thoughts remain unquiet, I
here: low arch of the Netherworld,
brooding," but his unquiet thoughts are
surprisingly reflective, resigned, and
even academic. When he does approach
the topic of his own enslavement, he
does so indirectly, cleanly and
metaphorically, oftentimes in an
ambiguous language of lightness and
darkness that can figure metaphysical

as much as existential concerns. Indeed,
the last words we hear from Bishop are
"I was coffled to the light." As poetically pleasing as this is-it's obvious
that McCombs can really exploit a conceit-it's strange to imagine a slave
using the word "coffled" without
talking directly about what would seem
to be the most immediate, pressing, and
personal of historic contexts. Despite
Bishop's reactions to medicine, science
and religion, there is no mention of his
reaction to abolitionist thought-which
he, as McCombs draws him (an educated, philosophical man who gives
tours to people from around the
world), most certainly would have
heard. Similarly, despite his search for
freedom in the caves, Bishop never
mentions Kentucky's proximity to the
Ohio River and the free states. It might
be possible to argue that Bishop's
monologues are tied to a tradition of
"coded" discussion about slavery, racial
prejudice, and the ways to freedom, but
the fact that his words aren't going to
be overheard-they're interior monologues-renders the need for such artifice unnecessary. Contest judge Merwin
(a preeminent American poet and translator) is moved to remark in his introduction that "The idea of 'owning' this
sunless labyrinth seems even stranger
after reading McCombs's book than
before." Perhaps nothing highlights
how far Bishop's slavery is pushed to
the periphery of the book than the fact
that, moved as he is, Merwin mentions
nothing about how strange it seems that
a man would own another man.
I suspect that, ultimately, this aspect
of the book is due to a shortcoming in
McCombs' poetic imagination rather
than his moral one. Imagine, for a
moment, writing the story of a Jewish
man or woman in 1938 Germany with
only passing reference to the ghettos
and concentration and killing camps. If
one could write such a story, the narrative would lose a significant amount of
literary credibility precisely because it
fails to acknowledge the overwhelming
social contexs that are inherently part
of the story. In the case of Ultima Thule,
McCombs focuses so much on the
crafting of Bishop as a literary construct
in service of the poems that Bishop the
moral and historical character-the one
that exists to help answer the questions

the book leaves us with-falls by the
wayside, eliciting the sorts of responses
given by Merwin above. Despite the
"vigilance" that he exercises at Bishop's
grave, McCombs' poems choose to
inherit only a part of Bishop's historythat having to do with the cave as conceit. While he develops this conceit in
the last two thirds of the book, any discussion of slavery and American race
relations in part one completely disappears; McCombs is much more likely to
create metaphors than to take on relevant social and political historiesdespite the fact that they are histories
he asks us to examine in the book's final
poem: "what brought us here, all of us,

what artifact will tell the future I of a
longing wild and inarticulate, I of a dark
place loved and gotten in the blood?"
Interestingly, of the five reader
reviews I found on amazon.com just
after Ultima Thule was published, only
one-the only one which didn't offer
the highest evaluation of five starsremarked on the fact that McCombs
inhabits a slave's voice. "I couldn't
shake the feeling," the "reader from the
south" wrote, "that McCombs' privileged, well-educated voice was seeping
through. But then who am I to say what
a slave would think or sound like?" No
one else addresses what would seem to
be a (perhaps the) central issue of the

first part of the book. How disconcerting should all of these silences be?
If you wonder why this reader is disturbed, then consider how another
amazon reader praises how the book
"drinks in beauty"-surely an odd
remark to make of a land which is "a
dark place loved and gotten in the
blood" (my italics) but also, historically,
in cold blood. My last amazon reader
found "something particularly and
refreshingly American" in Ultima
Thule. Let's hope that what's particularly American is not how a book about
history avoids the history it's about.
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